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Executve Summary

1

•

Existng research has documented gender diferences in non-verbal behavior during
interactons and conversatonal styles. Status and gender mater for the interacton
system. Sensor technology and computatonal approaches are rapidly evolving,
potentally being able to detect and measure these behavioral diferences.

•

The present research has used Sociometric Badges by the US based consultancy
company Humanyze1 to assess the potental for measuring gender diferences during
interactons and conversatonal dynamics. Sociometric Badges incorporate diferent
types of sensors: Bluetooth (proximity), infrared (for face-to-face interacton),
microphone (for speech profles and turn-taking) as well as accelerometer (for body
actvity).

•

Concurrent with other research, basic reliability issues regarding the sensor data were
detected. Several controlled experiments were carried out in order to assess the
reliability of microphone and interacton based measurements. Whereas speech
duraton is measured with a more or less consistent error, turn-taking measurements
are neither precise nor consistent. The audio derived measures of Sociometric badges
can only be used with great cautonn turn-taking counts do not reflect actual
conversatonal shifs.

•

8 case studies were carried out. Field work involved the wearing of sociometric
badges during one week in each team. A total of 35 semi-structured interviews were
carried out as well as a short questonnaire distributed to obtain basic sociodemographic data of partcipants. A comparatve analysis across the case studies
demonstrates commonalites and diferences regarding leadership and collaboraton
paterns. The sociometric profles and derived measures provide basic informaton
regarding the working style as well as the level of explicit steering carried out by the
team leader.

•

The sociometric data did not produce any consistent gender patern across the
teams. No statstcally signifcant diferences could be found on the individual level
regarding speaking duraton, listening duraton, or the overall amount of interacton
detects between women and men. However, diferences in terms of mean speaking
and listening duraton as well as the partcipaton of men and women in interactons
do exist among members within teams. Gender diferences regarding several face-toface aggregated network statstcs (closeness and betweenness centrality) tend to be
signifcant for gender, although the efect is very small.

•

A promising approach for analyzing tme-based data is used. Relatonal Event
Modeling allows to analyze well ordered event sequences. It allows distnguish the
efects of covariates (such as gender) from endogenous dynamics such as the relatve
frequency with which certain individuals in the team interact. Considering the
exploratory character of the REM models used in this report, gender as well as other

htps://www.humanyze.com/
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efects can be detected across the 8 research teams. However, results are stll
preliminary and should be used with cauton.
•

Using sociometric badges in research is far from a straight forward process. Rather,
the ofen black-box “nature” of the technology complicates not only data collecton
but also the interpretaton of the resultng data. The usage of this data in social
science research is stll in its early stages. There is a clear need for shared feld work
protocols as well as open standards for data processing and analysis to guarantee the
reproducability of results.
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Introducton
The GEDII project has carried out 8 case studies with research and development teams in
order to produce empirically grounded knowledge about the contexts and logic of “gender
diversity” and its impact on research performance. Instead of addressing a specifc set of
hypothesis regarding gender diversity in R&D teams, however, the principal concern of work
package 2 is a methodological one, namely to develop methods for studying gendered team
dynamics using “sociometric badges.”
Sociometric badges and other sensor based devices are becoming increasingly widespread
including the social sciences – and certainly will do so in the immediate future. Proximity
measurements through RFID, Bluetooth or infrared enabled devices have received
considerable atenton, both from organizatonal researchers as well as the computer science
community (Atzmueller, Ernst, Krebs, Scholz, & Stumme, 2014n Catuto et al., 2010n Do,
Kalimeri, Lepri, Pianesi, & Gatca-Perez, 2013n Hung, Englebienne, & Kools, 2013n Lee, Seo,
Choe, & Kim, 2012n A. Pentland, 2007). The possibilites of video- or audio recordings,
although being part of social sciences research methods for quite some tme, are expanded
as smaller sensors, cameras or microphones uproot previous limitatons of size and storage
capacites. New devices, including smart-phones, deliver high resoluton data (down to the
microsecond) on proximity, connectvity, or behavioral (body movement) measures that open
up new possibilites for unobtrusive, real-tme monitoring – the implicatons and possibilites
of which are only beginning to be spelled out by social sciences researchers (George, Osinga,
Lavie, & Scot, 2016n Tonidandel, King, & Cortna, 2016).
The potental of sociometric devices are promising for the feld of gender research in order to
probe and expand on previous insights how gender diferences are expressed in group
interactons.
Sociometric badges could ofer insights into, what Alex Pentland has called “Honest Signals”
(Pentland, 2008), i.e. non-conscious dimensions of human behavior. Especially the influence
of stereotypes and bias appear at frst sight as an interestng feld for testng sociometric
technology, as certain behavior such as turn-taking in conversatons is both regulated by
highly fne-tuned, automated conversatonal rules while also having been shown to exhibit
gendered paterns.
As already described in the D1.1 Conceptual Framework, “expectaton states theory”
explains how gender stereotypes bias competency expectatons in social interactons,
conditoning “the likelihood that people speak up in a situaton, whether others atend to
them if they do, how their suggestons are evaluated, whether they become influental, and
the extent to which others and they, themselves, are willing to infer high ability in them
based on their performance.” (Ridgeway, 1992, 2007, pp. 324–25). There are important nonverbal behavioral cues that structure interacton paterns in small groups: more powerful
individuals in a group tend to speak more and tend to interrupt others more ofen than
lower status members. Speaking tme especially has been identfed as a strong indicator of
dominance (Hall, Coats, & Smith LeBeau, 2005n Mast, 2002). This fnding has been
corroborated from gender studies perspectve, where high status men dominate group
conversatons compared to lower status women (Mast, 2001, 2002). Turn-taking, together
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with visual dominance, has been identfed as one of the key nonverbal features for
expressing dominance in social interacton (Cappella, 1985n Ellyson, Dovidio, & Brown, 1992n
Mast & Cousin, 2013n Palmer, 1989n Ridgeway, 1992).
Although the computer science- and artfcial intelligence community is actvely exploring
“social signal processing” as a new discipline (Vinciarelli, Pantc, & Bourlard, 2009), the
atempts to address the potental of sensor based data from a gender perspectve are rather
scarce to non-existent. To our knowledge, currently there exists just two studies that
explicitly combine gender and sociometric technologies. On the one hand this is work done
by Onnela et al., (2014) who analyzed gender, talkatveness and interacton style in small
groups, showing that women are more “talkatve” in small group setngs. On the other hand,
Stehlé et al., (2013) used RFID beacons to monitor spatal behavior within a school to
investgate gender homophily among children. Some publicatons targetng gender aspects
use sociometric badges although it is not the main focus of their study such as for example
Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi, & Malone, 2010. Members of the original development
team of the badges at MIT and later on Humanyze have published short online pieces at
Bloomberg and HBR specifcally addressing gender issues in teams (Turban, Freeman, &
Waber, 2017n Waber, 2014). According to the authors, gender diferences are not apparent in
the sociometric data. However, the lack of details regarding methodology and data makes it
hard to explore these results in more depth.
Given the increasing importance of big data for social sciences – and sensors being one
source of big data – it is important to start more detailed worked on the potentals for
gender research within this area. As the following report will show, sensor based data poses
several challenges, including the reliability of the measurements and their subsequent
interpretaton and “construct” validity. Despite providing supposedly “objectve” measures, a
central fnding of this report is certainly that sensor based interpretatons and insights
regarding any topic under consideraton are a far cry from being straight forward and “easy”.
Rather on the contrary: to the degree that measurement involves complex technological
instruments, the interpretaton of the produced data becomes more challenging, error prone
and necessarily cautonary. It seems that the ease and volume with with data is generated
nowadays stands in stark contrast to the difcultes of their interpretaton and fertlity for
generatng new theory.

Overview of the report
The present report gives a summary overview of the work carried out during the WP2 Case
Studies within the GEDII project. It concentrates on the 8 case studies carried out with
research teams during the period of June 2016 to March 2017. In parallel to the actual work
carried out with researchers, the scientfc literature published during this period started to
raise concerns regarding the basic reliability of the sociometric badges involved in our case
studies (Chafn et al., 2015). This prompted us to carry out additonal controlled experiments
to assess the reliability of the audio (derived) measures. The report incorporates these
diferent strands of work and provides overall new estmatons on the overall reliability of
sociometric badges.
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Hence, the report is structured as follows: in the frst secton, the reliability of the
sociometric data is described. There is mountng evidence that sensor data is much less
“objectve” and reliable than its name would suggest (Chafn et al., 2015n Chen & Miller,
2017n Kayhan et al., 2018n Yu et al., 2016). The GEDII project contributes to this work by
providing new insights especially regarding turn-taking, speech duraton and badge
orientaton (angles).
The second secton explores in a comparatve manner the data across the 8 case studies,
using each of the four data dimension – proximity, infrared, sound, accelerometer available. A unique contributon of this research is the availability of sociometric data from
real-world research teams. Thus, whereas the numeric values are hard to interpret “on their
own”, a comparatve view already allows to qualify and contextualize the data in important
ways. Reportng basic indicators such as for example the (mean) counts of face-to-face
contacts across teams, facilitates the constructon of benchmarks for similar studies in the
future.
Secton three then establishes a “data dialog” in order to contextualize further the
sociometric fndings in relaton to the interview materials and the short questonnaire. The
main features of each team are used to construct a basic matrix of commonalites and
diferences across the cases. In a second step, the sociometric profles are consulted in order
to detect possible correspondences between the descriptve accounts and the sociometric
data. This third secton proves especially challenging from a methodological point of view
since it applies a mixed-method design combining quanttatve “big-data” approaches with
qualitatve ones.
The fourth chapter introduces the Relatonal Event Model (Buts, 2008) for analyzing tme
based data. Sociometric data enable dynamic approaches to the analysis of interacton in
teams. Using the Relatonal Event Model, the current report engages in team research
beyond the aggregaton of statc snapshots in favor of taking genuine tme-based concepts
such as duraton, cyclicity, and tming of events into account.
Apart from a concluding secton, several Annexes are provided that summarize the
sociometric data profles for each team as well as diferent visualizatons.
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Methodology
The overall methodology adopted by WP2 is based on “case studies”. A case study entails the
detailed and intensive analysis of single cases. It aims at an in-depth understanding of the
phenomena in its real-life context (Yin, 1994). We aim at deeper insights how individuals
interact on the team level and how gendered hierarchies and bias conditons team
interacton and the sharing of informaton. We need to explore how teams and team
members see the environment in which they work, including their team collaboratons, the
wider organizatonal context and how this influences “performance” from their perspectve
and in relaton to established indicators.

Case Study Design and Fieldwork
The GEDII project has carried out 8 case studies 2. Table 1 provides an overview of the main
features of each case study. 5 out of 8 teams work in Spanish Universites or Research
Performing Organizatons while 3 were located in the UK. Recruitment of research teams was
a laborious and difcult process. Originally, WP2 foresaw to carry out the case studies in
Germany where Partner VDE has strong tes to the industry in order to facilitate feld access.
However, afer considerable eforts to secure unsuccessfully the partcipaton of German
research teams, we decided to expand our search to other countries, mainly UK and Spain
due to the GEDII partner contacts. Difcultes during the recruitment process mainly explain
the skewed sampling of the research teams: where we originally foresaw to have at least one
research team in the public sector and one in the private sector for the two thematc choices,
namely Transport research on the one hand and Biomedical Engineering on the other (within
the same country), most research teams pertain to the public Biomedical Engineering sector
in Spain.
Personal contacts were key in the end to secure the partcipaton of research teams and
establish a sufcient level of trust with team leaders to implement the actual study with
sociometric badges. Hence, concessions had to be made in terms of the ideal sampling of
research teams across sectors and thematc focus, in order to secure the partcipaton of a
sufcient number of teams within the tght framework of the project. However, although the
sample of research teams is not ideal, it covers the public and private sector as well as
diferent scientfc disciplines (Biomedical feld as well as Energy / Transport research). Most
importantly, however, as the following results will demonstrate, the case studies are
sufciently diverse from each other as to provide a rich matrix of commonalites and
diferences for interpretng the data.

2

The original outline of the work to be carried out counted on a total of 4 case studies within the GEDII
project. This was one point critcized by the reviewers of our proposal. We managed to double the original
number to 8.
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Case Study

Country

Field / Organizaton

1

ES

Biomedical Eng / University A

2

ES

Biomedical Eng / Research Inst. B

3

ES

4

Team size

Data collected

8

5 Interviews

10

3 Interviews

Biomedical Eng / University A

8

3 Interviews

ES

Biomedical Eng / Research B

9

3 Interviews

5

ES

Biomedical Eng / Research B

11

5 Interviews

6

UK

Energy Eng / University C

10

6 Interviews

7

UK

Transport Eng / Private D (two locatons!)

16

6 Interviews

8

UK

Transport Eng / Private D

8

4 Interviews

N=80

35 Interviews

Total

Table 1: Overview of case studies carried out during the GEDII project

Field Access
As mentoned, feld access was initally organized through industry contacts by Partner VDE
in Germany. Calls for partcipaton through their industry networks produces some interest
and requests for further informatonn however, afer inital negotatons spanning even
month involving small and quite large multnatonal companies, no team could be secured to
partcipate during 2016.
In a second step, the search was then escalated to the UK, Spain and Sweden through
personal networks of Consortum members. Contacts to management of research insttutes
could fnally secure the partcipaton of 6 teams, 5 in Spain and one in the UK for the autumn
of 2016. Through further personal contacts, two more case studies then could be carried out
during the Spring 2017 in the UK as well.
Field access to the teams involved a presentaton regarding the GEDII project, the topic of
(gender) diversity in research teams and the requirements of the case studies. The
presentaton also entailed an explanaton regarding the ethical guidelines and the
distributon of the consent agreements for both the badges and the interviews. In all cases, a
contact email was lef with the team in order to voice any concerns in private between
individual partcipants and researchers. This concerns specifcally to make a decision for (not)
wearing the badges in the presence of the rest of the group. Research partcipants were
informed that dummy badges were available for them in case they do not want to wear
badges but also avoid being “outed” as rejectng partcipaton.
It is interestng to note that while data protecton and privacy issues of sociometric badges
were our (the research team) primary concerns when introducing our study to potental
partcipants, this was rather of minor importance for the actual team members. The primary
interest and queston that was present throughout all presentatons touched upon the
possibility to “fake” the data, i.e. to which degree the mere presence of badges could
influence the interactons among team members. Prior studies have demonstrated however
13

– and this is a fnding corroborated by our own partcipants – that the wearing of badges is
relatvely quickly forgoten. The atenton and energy necessary to actvely influence the
measurements is quite high, frst and foremost since some variables are targetng
unconscious bodily reactons that are hard to control at all – such as excitement during
interactons or the mirroring of non-verbal gestures.
Field Logistcs and Data Collecton
In order to ensure comparability across teams, each case study has been carried out
according to the same protocol.
•

Five days of data collecton with sociometric badges during the working hours of the
team. On the start of the feld work, a short introducton was given to all team
members on how to wear the badge, how to turn it on/of and where to pick it up in
the morning and drop it of in the afernoon or whenever people were leaving work.
Usually, one central place was agreed where people could pick up or drop-of the
badge. Badges were delivered in the morning by a GEDII researcher and picked up in
the evening in order to download the data and re-synch the badges internal clock (by
connectng them to a computer). Team members were also instructed to note down
any exceptonal occurrences when the badges were turned of or people absent from
work. A sheet with the partcipant names and “their” badge number was also
deposited with the teamn team members had to make sure they wear the same
badge all days.

•

At least three semi-structured interviews with team members from each team,
including the team leader, one senior and a junior member were conducted.
Interviews lasted in general between 50 minutes to 1 hour + 15 minutes. In additon,
at least two interviews were carried out with management staf of the partcipatng
organizaton, such as human resources or scientfc managers. Interviews were carried
out before, during and afer the feldwork with the sociometric badges, depending on
the availability of the partcipants. A total of 35 interviews were carried out (see Table
1). Three interview guidelines had been developed during the preparatory phase of
WP2: one for team members, one for the team leader and one for management staf.

•

A short online questonnaire was administered to each team member during or
shortly afer the actual feldwork with the sociometric badges with the intenton to
collect socio-demographic variables of each member as well as additonal informaton
on certain team characteristcs that would allow to contrast and interpret the results
of the sociometric profle. The questonnaire gathered informaton on the following
variables: Year of birth, Team Role, Gender, Highest  Qualifcaton, Team tenure,
Gender Stereotype, Big Five Personality Traits. In additon it included three roundrobin items by which team members rated each other regarding psychological safety,
social relatons and advice seeking. The questonnaire was flled out by 73 out of 80
partcipants (response rate: 91%).

•

In additon, informaton on the distributon of working places was collected in order
to understand the co-locaton of the team members among each other in terms of a
14

shared workbench, ofce space, etc. The actual co-locaton of team member would
provide important informaton for interpretng the Bluetooth/proximity signals which
depend upon physical proximity.
Two pilot studies were carried out with research teams in order to test the overall feld
logistcs (dropping of and picking up of badges), the viability of downloading data for teams
of 10 people or more and performing frst analysis. The pilot studies lasted one week eachn
no supportng informaton such as interviews or questonnaire was collected.
Each GEDII researcher kept a feld log where any occurrences – such as problems with the
badges, additonal comments from partcipants, etc. – during the data collecton were
recorded.

Sociometric Setup and Data Export Setngs
The sociometric badges were confgured using the frmware version 3.1.2669 with the
default setngs recommended by the user guide (Sociometric Solutons, 2014). The
accelerometer data resoluton and audio data resoluton were adjusted the record at 0.1
second tme intervals instead of the default 0.5 second setng. As the guidebooks suggests,
0.5 second resoluton is ideal of longitudinal data collecton while not being fne-grained
enough to allow for accurate turn-taking or body movement mirroring analysis, which are
the required metrics for analyzing structured meetngs. In order to capture structured
meetngs, the more fne-grained resoluton of audio- and accelerometer data setng is
required. However, since team members go into and come out of structured meetngs during
their working day, the switching of the frmware confguraton while in the feld is not
feasible. Therefore, the frmware was confgured to work with the 0.1 resoluton by default.
This does not diminish the collecton of longitudinal data but enables fundamentally the
analysis of any structured meetngs as they occur during the working days of teams. Overall,
the 0.1 resoluton produces simply more data which can be dealt with during the posterior
analysis but does not conditon the actual collecton of informaton per se. The frmware
setngs are provided in ANNEX IV - Sociometric Badges Firmware Setng on page 126.
The data of the badges was downloaded into the Sociometric Datalab (version 3.1.2468) at
the end of each day for 4 out of 5 days. Each case study also had a two-day period where
badges were lef with the team for two consecutve days – since badges have the capacity to
run in an uninterrupted fashion for up to 40hours and store up to 4GB of data, sufcient for
two days. On average, one day of data collecton per badge produced between 200 to 350
MB of data, depending on the actvity of the badge wearer. Across all teams, approximately
2000 hours were recorded.
Overall, the default export setngs from the Sociometric Datalab were used, adjustng where
necessary the resoluton of the audio and body mirroring values. Depending on the
necessites, diferent tme resolutons were used: body mirroring values for example were
exported at the 1 second aggregaton level while audio profles for the entre team used a 60
second aggregaton level.
The export process is quite slow. Depending on the selected resoluton as well as the size of
15

the team, body or audio mirroring values take a long tme to export basically because
mirroring values are calculated in a pairwise fashion between all badges. Exportng the Excel
fles for interacton, body movement or audio can take several days, since it usually has to be
broken down into individual days and variables. Not all possible matrices have been exported
for all teams but only those that were necessary for the analysis carried out so far in the
GEDII project.

Data Pre-processing and Analysis
Data cleaning and management was carried out exclusively in the R language for both the
short case study questonnaire as well as the sociometric data itself. The scripts used for data
cleaning will be published on the Github and the Zenodo repository account of the GEDII
project. Please check the GEDII website for updates.
The cleaning and preparaton of sociometric data involved basically the conversion of Excel
exported fles into “tdy” data format for easier manipulaton and analysis with the
“tdyverse” sofware packages.3
The Sociometric Solutons Datalab – which is used for downloading the recorded data from
the badges – exports “raw” measurements as Excel fles. What “raw” data here means is a
litle tricky, since for certain variables, the numerical values are not the values recorded by
sensors but actually aggregated values. Thus, to give an example, under a frmware
confguraton of 0.1 seconds, audio volume and fundamental frequency (pitch) is stored
every 0.1 seconds. However, when exportng the audio actvity sheet, the export parameters
allow to specify the aggregaton level of the resultng data startng from 1 second upwards.
This means that the exported values which have been recorded at a resoluton of 0.1 seconds
have already been aggregated to at least 1 second (or more) when exported to Excel.
The Datalab also ofers the possibility to export certain derived measures such as network
statstcs on interacton data or turn-taking statstcs. However, these standard indicators
ofer data on a highly aggregated level. In order to work with the “original” data sheets,
custom functons had to be writen in R in order to clean, process, analyze and visualize the
data. All code and functons will be made available on the Github repository.
R packages used included: circlize4 for producing Chord Diagramsn sna5, igraph6 and ggraph7
packages for social network analysis and visualizatonsn relevent8 package for Relatonal Event
Modelingn sjPlot9 for generatng regression tables.
3
4

See htps://www.tdyverse.org/ and (Wickham & Grolemund, 2017)
See htps://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/circlize/

5
6

htps://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/sna/index.html
htps://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/igraph/index.html

7
8

htps://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggraph/index.html
htps://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/relevent/index.html

9

htps://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/sjPlot/index.html
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Open Access Policy
The sociometric data fles will be made public in the near future on the GEDII project website
(and Zenodo repository) as stpulated by the data management report and Open Access
Policy of the project. This involves the interacton data, the speech profle as well as body
mirroring values. The data will also include basic socio-demographic variables of team
members. Please check the GEDII project website for updates.
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Validity of Sociometric Badges Data
The following secton contributes to the assessment of the validity of measurements done
with sociometric badges. When consultng the provided documentaton by Humanize but
also early publicatons that involve sociometric badges, there is litle concern regarding the
veracity of the generated data (Sociometric Solutons, 2014). The basic modi operandi is to
explore possible correlatons between sociometric measurements and other variables such
as “trust”, “operatng glitches”, “business pitches”, etc. without questoning if the incoming
data reliably represents the underlying phenomena. This suggests that sensor data is largely
equated with being “objectve” data simply by the fact that this data is produced without the
direct interventon of humans at the tme of measurement. However, for some dimensions of
sociometric data this assumpton does unfortunately not hold up to closer scrutny.
The frst academic publicaton to seriously draw atenton to the validity of the sociometric
measurements is Chafn et al., (2015). The authors highlight the large variability of
interacton and audio data and the need to defne thresholds for Bluetooth signal strength
that influence the characteristcs of the observed network. They also highlight the
partcularly problematc nature of audio data and its derived measures such as speaking
duraton. Yu et al., (2016) have validated sociometric badges in a simulated emergency
department setng, fnding that body movement data distnguished reliably between
statonary or non-statonary actvitesn face-to-face detects were under-reported by badges
under ideal conditons and badges underestmate speech duraton consistently. Most
recently, Kayhan et al., (2018) expand this line of critcal investgaton discovering crucial
issues in relaton to the synchronizaton of the badges internal clock: without a precise
synchronizaton of tmestamp between badges, however, the ability of identfying events
across badges is severely diminished. As a consequence of the lack of precision in detectng
speech tming and duraton, the badges overestmate turn-taking counts (ibid.). Another
publicaton by Chen & Miller (2017) explores in greater detail the accuracy for total speaking
length and the precision of speaking tme, confrming largely the variability of measurements
depending on length of measurement and contextual factors such as ambient noise. Tripathi
& Burleson (2012) look at the correlaton between body movement measurements and
creatvity self-ratngs.
As can be seen by the dates of these publicatons, eforts to scrutnize the reliability of
sociometric measurements are fairly recent and coincide basically with the implementaton
of the GEDII case studies. Alerted by the Chafn et al. paper in 2015, the GEDII team started
itself to carry out a carefully designed experiment assessing in more detail the accuracy of
the turn-taking and speech duraton measurement capabilites of the badges. Due to the
close associaton of turn-taking for speaker dominance in general and specifcally in the
context of gendered group dynamics, the reliability of the audio recordings are of crucial
importance for the project. Unfortunately, as the present report will show and the
forthcoming results (Müller & Meneses, forthcoming) indicate, turn-taking analysis is too
imprecise as to be useful for any research purposes.
Our own results stemming from two controlled experiments contribute to the existng
evidence in important ways:
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•

For audio data: By carefully designing the conditons that might influence speech
detecton and turn-taking analysis, we can quantfy the error with respect to diferent
experimental conditons: sex, distance of mouth to badge and distance between
speakers.

•

For Bluetooth and Infrared: we provide new evidence how distance and angle of
positoning of badges influence RSSI signal strength and infrared detecton rate.

Both of these experiments will be described in the following sectons.
It is probably worth mentoning two consequences of these reliability issues of sociometric
badges up front: First, the results cast a shadow on the quality of studies that take
sociometric data at “face-value”. The surprising fact indeed is, that impressive results are
reported in terms how certain measurements correlate with “creatvity” (Tripathi & Burleson,
2012) or creatvity and personality (Gloor et al., 2011), or the outcome of speed datng
events, elevator pitches, the outcome of salary negotatons, or trading contact informaton
on conferences (all reported in Pentland, 2008) without mentoning these basic reliability
issues. Since the results in Pentland (2008) have not necessarily been carried out with the
current version of the badges, nor with the standard features of the Sociometric Datalab, it is
hard to assess and/or potentally reproduce these results. However, it might be well worth to
revisit the results in light of the reported fndings by our own study and the critcal literature
already cited and try to reproduce the results.
Second, as Kayhan et al., (2018) point out, some of the measurement errors can be
considered systematc and could be addressed through more powerful analytc techniques
such as Machine Learning. This drastcally expands the possibilites but also work and
knowledge expertse necessary to analyze the data in a more reliable fashion. These
possibilites are outlined as future work towards the end of this report. It also reinforces the
need for beter guidance and protocols to collect more reliable and comparable data from
the beginning.

Interacton Data
Sociometric badges produced two types of “interacton” data: on the one hand Bluetooth
sensors detect other Bluetooth enable devices within a radius of 1 to several meters.
Bluetooth detecton can include other devices such as cellphones if confgured in the
frmware setngs. Sociometric badges do not provide any informaton an absolute
positoning (GPS). A mutual detect is stored as the numeric value of the Radio Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) of the Bluetooth signal. RSSI values usually range between -40 to
-90, where smaller values indicatng a weaker signal. The strength of the signal can vary due
to distance between the devices, due to obstacles (clothing, walls, other bodies between
device), the angle in which badges are positoned to each other or simply due to the inherent
variability of the measurement itself. The RSSI therefore can give an indicaton – in the best
of cases – of how close or distant badge wearers were to each other at a certain period in
tmen however, given that the angle between badges as well as obstacles can also influence
the signal strength, it only provides a very crude approximaton on how distant speakers are
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positoned to each other. On the other hand, the sociometric badge incorporate an infrared
sensor which is much more restrictve in detectng proximity: for a face-to-face detect to take
place, badges need to be within a range of 1-1.5 meters from each other and within a 30º
cone, according to manufacturer specifcaton. An Infrared sensor detect is binary, i.e. it
does not indicate signal strength but simply a tmestamp of when it occurred.
Several controlled experiments are described in the following paragraphs with the aim to
beter estmate the precision and reliability of the interacton data collected during the
actual GEDII case studies.
Controlled Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was specifcally designed to assess the accuracy of microphone derived
measures, partcularly speech duraton and turn-taking. As a by-product of this controlled
turn-taking experiment, proximity data is available, demonstratng the variability of
measurements under very “stable” conditons: a) two badges per speaker, speakers facing
each other sitng at a table at a b) distance of 0.7 meters and at a c) distance of 1.4 meters. 10
Proximity - Measurements between two badges worn by same person
First, since each person was wearing two badges, the Bluetooth signal strength between the
badges worn by the same person can be visualized (while all other Bluetooth detects being
eliminated). Badges in this case are not facing each other, but since Bluetooth works
independent of the orientaton of badges, this should not influence the data.
Distance

Mean

sd

Min.

1st Qu.

Median

3rd Qu.

Max.

N

10 cm

-60.85

4.99

-81.00

-64.00

-61.00

-57.00

-47.00

580

Tabla 2: Summary of RSSI values of badges worn by same person

As one can see from the minimum and maximum values, although the distance between
badges is fxed, the range of values is relatvely wide, spanning a relatvely strong signal at -47
to the weakest signal at -81, covering the full range of possible values. Even though badges
are very close to each other, one can fnd RSSI signals at the very lower end of possible
values.
Proximity - Measurements between badges of face-to-face speakers
When comparing the RSSI values between speakers, a similar observaton emerges: the
measurements span a wide range of values while a diference in mean values indicates
distance between speakers. As the following table demonstrates, the mean value for 0.7
meters is -57.82 while the mean RSSI value at a distance of 1.4 meters is -70.13. Although
there is a clear diference that allows to distnguish between the two conditons, again, the
range of values produced is relatvely wide when comparing maximum and minimum values
and the standard deviaton.

10 For detailed descripton of the experimental setng see page 28. As long as not otherwise reported, the
data is based on the experiment conducted the 6 th of October 2017.
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Min.

1st Qu.

Median

Mean

3rd Qu.

Max.

sd

N

0.7 m

-76

-61

-57

-57.82

-53

-47

7.83

512

1.4 m

-90

-78

-69

-70.13

-63

-53

7.45

516

Distance

Table 3: Summary of RSSI values during the controlled experiment

In both cases, RSSI values fall into the range of the mean +/- 7.8 and 7.5 units respectvely.
The relatvely strong overlap can be seen in Illustraton 1 which displays the RSSI signal
strength for 0.7m and 1.4m of distance between speakers. The further away the badges are
from each other the more they “fail” to produce strong signals, although maximum values
discriminate only weakly between the two conditons, with -47 (0.7m) and -53 (1.4m).

Illustraton 1: RSSI signal strength under 0.7 and 1.4 distance of badge wearers
Comparing the measurements between badges worn by the same person (see previous
secton) with the more “realistc” measurements of badges worn by diferent persons
produces, however, a counter-intuitve result. Surprisingly the RSSI mean value (-60.85) of
badges worn by the same person is weaker than the mean value (-57.82) of badges worn by
people sitng across from each other, although they are physically closer (0.1m vs. 0.7m).
Illustraton 2 demonstrates this fnding: despite the clear diference in mean RSSI values for
the 0.7m vs 1.4m conditon (B), the mean RSSI value for the 0.1m conditon (A) is not smaller
but larger. This suggests that the orientaton of badges does indeed mater even for
Bluetooth signals.
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Illustraton 2: Boxplots RSSI values for 0.1 side-by-side, vs. RSSI values
at 0.7 and 1.4 meters distance for badges facing each other
Infrared / Face-to-face
Regarding face-to-face (or Infrared detects), the number of detects should be relatvely
constant given that the manufacturer specifcatons situate the ideal distance from 1 to 1.5
meters. As the following table shows, the number of detects is conditoned by the distance
between badges:
Date of Experiment

Distance

Count

2017-10-06

0.7m

9424

2017-10-06

1.4m

4036

Tabla 4: Number of infrared detects by distance

The closer the badges are to each other, the more frequently are face-to-face interactons
detected. The detects roughly double as the distanced is halved from 1.4 to 0.7 meters!
Controlled Experiment 2
A second controlled experiment was carried out in order to assess the a) mean RSSI value as
proxy for physical distance and b) test how the angle between badges afect face-to-face
detecton count.
Badges were placed in fxed positons on small wooden pedestals 16 cm above the floor as
show in Illustraton 3. Overall there were 6 positons in 0.5 meters increments ranging from
0.5 to 3 meters. Four axis were defned, positoning badges in various angles to each other:
•

P1 – P2: 0º

•

P1 – P3: 10º
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•

P1 – P4: 45º

•

P1 – P5: 90º

The diferent angles correspond to the
manufacturer specifcaton which defnes
face-to-face interacton as happening
within a cone of +/- 15º. This means that
P1-P2 as well as P1-P3 are within the given
angle for optmal face-to-face detects
while P1-P4 and P1-P5 are not. While the
badge at P1 faces with its sensor “upward”
towards P2 the relatve rotaton of each
badge changes between positons. P2, P4
and P5 all have their infrared sensor
pointng towards P1 (the front of each
badge is marked with the “v”). In other
words, while P1-P2 point their infrared
sensors towards each other, P5 points
towards P1, while P1 always faces towards
P2.

P2
P3

3m

P4

2m

1m

P5

0m

P1

Badges were occupying each of the Illustraton 3: Birds-view perspectve: badges
positons 1 to 5 in a clock wise fashion, experimental setup
such that each badge would “visit” each
positons for each of the 6 diferent distances. Badges were at rest during 10 minutes in each
positon and then move towards the next positon/distance. This produces an overall of 30
sessions (6 distances on 5 positons) each lastng for 10 minutes. Badges were not turned of
during the rotaton/movingn however, the start of each observatonal period was marked by a
loud beep. This allowed to identfy the exact tmestamp of the start of the observatonal
period and flter out interacton detects happening during the moving of the badges.
Data preparaton involved to match the badge number with the observatonal positon (P1,
P2, P3, P4, P5) and add the angle of each dyad. Distances and angles between positon P2,
P3, P4, P5 were initally not included in the analysis.
Bluetooth / Proximity
Table 5 shows the mean RSSI values as the distance between badges increases across all
badges (on the lef) and by varying angle (on the right). Although there is a clear diference in
mean RSSI value from 0.5 to 3 meters, the 0.5 increments do not discriminate very well. The
mean values for 1 meter and 2 meters are almost identcal and the diference between 0.5 to
3 meters is also quite weak. It is also noteworthy that the mean fgures difer quite
substantally from the frst experiment (see Table 3) where 0.7 meters produced a mean RSSI
value of -57 and the 1.4 meters distance a mean value of approximately -70! Thus, although
there is a relatve diference between the physical distance and the RSSI values, where larger
distances produce weaker signals, this does not correspond to a fxed, physical distance.
Other factors seem to influence the overall RSSI mean apart from the actual physical
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distance.
Distance

0.5

Mean RSSI
-48.06

SD

Count

6.05

1748

1.0

-58.57

8.58

1688

1.5

-55.44

7.93

1660

2.0

-58.01

8.04

1788

2.5

-59.32

7.21

1716

3.0

-61.48

6.88

1676

Angle

Mean RSSI

SD

Count

0

-44.50

3.76

221

10

-44.42

4.64

212

45

-47.81

4.04

216

90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90

-55.24
-53.25
-53.56
-58.76
-68.58
-50.20
-51.30
-55.24
-65.83
-52.69
-54.48
-57.45
-67.51
-55.71
-54.72
-59.05
-67.28
-57.22
-56.98
-61.91
-69.53

4.01
5.15
7.15
6.05
4.87
4.10
5.29
4.17
6.31
4.61
5.37
4.03
7.79
5.29
4.40
4.46
6.30
4.39
3.49
4.47
5.76

225
212
216
199
217
224
208
198
200
232
217
221
224
220
204
209
225
216
198
210
214

Tabla 5: Mean RSSI values by distance and angle

As can easily be seen, one other factor influencing the strength of the RSSI signal is the
orientaton of the badges towards each other. When badges face each other directly, the RSSI
signal is stronger as when badges are perpendicular to each other. Although – according to
manufacturer specifcaton, the orientaton of badges should not play a signifcant role, in the
current experiment it clearly influences the mean RSSI value. In fact, taking the angle in
which badges are placed as the sole variable irrespectve of distance, shows a considerable
diference of 12.78 units which is just a litle bit smaller than the diference of mean RSSI
values by distance ( 61.48 – 48.06 = 13.42)!
Angle
0
10
45
90

Mean RSSI

SD

Count

-52.23
-52.53
-56.66
-65.61

6.15
6.57
6.40
7.69

1325
1255
1253
1305

Tabla 6: Mean RSSI by angle
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This implies that both the angle in which badges are placed as well as the distance influence
to a considerable amount the actual mean RSSI value available.
Infrared / Face-to-face
This second controlled experiment also addressed specifcally the precision with which
Infrared detects depend on the distance and orientaton of the badges towards each other.
The manufacturer specifes that badges have to be within a cone of 30 degrees and within a
distance of 1 – 1.5 meters in order to detected.
As table 7 shows, badges have Infrared detects well beyond the 1.5 meters distance reaching
2 and even 3 meters, if they face each other directly. However, the detecton count is indeed
dependent upon the angle in which badges are placed. At 0º and 10º there is virtually no
diference, which is correct since both badges are within the manufacturer specifed cone of
30º. Even at 45º and distances and 1.5 meters distance, face-to-face detects are happening.
What the badges detect reliably are larger angles: two badges being placed perpendicular to
each other have no face-to-face detect at any distance, even at 0.5 meters.
Distance

Count

0.5

11556

1.0

10797

1.5

8008

2.0

5465

2.5

3502

3.0

393

Angle

Count
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90
0
10
45
90

4591
4367
2598
4188
4405
2204
3986
3660
362
3387
2078
2246
1256
387
6
-

Tabla 7: Face-to-face counts by distance and angle
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Overall, looking at Bluetooth and infrared detects simultaneously indicates that face-to-face
detecton counts is both a functon of distance and angle. Similar, RSSI values vary relatvely
litle with regard to distance, especially when considering a distance from 1 meters – 3
meters, ignoring mean values below < 1 meter. The angle appears to be at least as decisive:
the mean RSSI value at 1m/90º is weaker (-68.57) than the mean value at 3m/0º (-57.22)!

Illustraton 4: Bluetooth and Infrared detects by distance and angle

B2

t
on
r
F

P4

Infrared - Contributon Index
This second experiment also provides the
opportunity to check on one of the infrared
derived measures, namely the “contributon
index”. The contributon index is calculated
based upon the face-to-face detects, where a
diference can be drawn between in-coming
and out-going detects (which badge detects
the other as being within its infrared cone).
The contributon index is defned as the
(number of send messages - number of
received messages) / total messages. It will be
-1 for badges that only receive (are only looked
at) and +1 for badges that only send (look at
Front P1
B1
others but never are looked at). Theoretcally,
the CI is dependent upon the angle at which
badges are positoned to each other. Badges Illustraton 5: Contributon Index Schema
facing each other with their sensors directly
should detect each other to equal amounts. Incrementng the angle at which badges are
placed should increment the count at which face-to-face detects occur.
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Positons

Angle

Count

Contributon Index

1-2

0

8917

-0.05

2-1

0

9868

0.05

1-3

10

8653

0.09

3-1

10

7119

-0.09

1-4

45

4681

0.81

4-1

45

483

-0.81

Tabla 8: Directon of Infrared detects

The most pronounced diference occurs at the 45º angle where there is a clear diference
between the “detectng” and the “being detected” badge. However, considering the given
detects in relaton to Illustraton 5 which demonstrates the placement of badges in relaton
to each other, the surprising fact is that for P1-P4 most detects are atributed to P1 and not
P4, although P1 is inside the “visibility” cone of P4 while P4 is not inside the “visibility” cone
of P1!
Noteworthy is also the fact that there are no detects for positon P1 – P5, i.e. when infrared
sensors of badges are placed perpendicular to each other. Although P1 is placed inside the
“detecton” zone of P5 – because it faces towards P1 – there are no face-to-face detects
taking place.

Audio Data
Sociometric badges have a build in microphone that records audio signals. Audio data is
sampled at a frequency of 8 kHz. There are two microphones integrated, one in the back and
one at the front. By default, badges do not record actual audio fles (they do not record what
people say) but simply the numerical values of the volume and pitch. Building upon these
raw values, the Sociometric Datalab exports several data fles, including speech profles
(indicatng if badge wearer was talking), speech partcipaton, and turn-taking analysis.
The quality of the sociometric audio data is of paramount importance for the GEDII project.
As mentoned the scientfc literature does suggest marked gender diferences in speaking
dominance, leader emergence and turn-taking (see introducton). According to the
manufacturer specifcaton and various publicatons using the audio features, the collecton
of speech data seems rather unproblematc and reliable. However, Chafn et al. (2015) raises
serious concerns regarding the reliability of sociometric audio data. Thus, a specifcally
designed experiment was carried out to assess turn-taking counts under strictly controlled
conditons.
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Controlled Experiment 1
Method
The experiment was designed to test the accuracy of the audio derived measurements of the
sociometric badges. The microphone samples audio data at 8 KHz. Based on the raw data,
the Sociometric Datalab derives the turn-taking as well as speech duraton measures. While
data is recorded by the badge, it is during the exportng of turn-taking and speech (profles)
that the internal algorithm produces the corresponding measures.
The principal difculty for each badge is not only to detect when a person speaks but also to
correctly assign the speaker to “its” badge. Badges do not “know” around which neck they
hang and have to distnguish between “its” speaker, ambient noise and other speakers
standing close by. In order to test specifcally the badges capability to determining “own” vs.
“other” speakers, the following set of conditons were established:
(a) distance of badge to mouth. The closer the badge to the mouth of the speaker, the
“easier” it will be for the badge to detect when a person speaks or is silent due to the
stronger vs. weaker audio signal. Each person wore two badges, one closer to the
mouth and one further away.
(b) Same- and mixed sex. Voice pitch is a powerful indicator for diferentatng speakers.
The voice of women has a higher pitch than the voice of men. As a consequence, it
should be “easier” for badges to detect the correct speaker in mixed sex setngs
when the diference of pitch is wider than in same sex setngs.
(c) Distance between speakers. The further away speakers are from each other, the
“easier” it will be for badges to diferentate between “own” vs. “other” speaker due
to the strength of the audio signal. Speakers further away will be less loud and thus
fail to actvate the speech detecton of the “other” badge. Speakers were thus placed
0.7m and 1.4m from each other.
Three carefully scripted text fragments were created to simulate a dialog between two
persons A) without interruptons, B) unsuccessful interruptons and C) successful
interruptons based upon the specifcaton of the Sociometric User Guide. Each script
roughly lasts for about 2 minutes. The scripts were read out by two persons, each following
its assigned part. The whole experiment was carried out in one large session, in a quite room.
Each of the three scripts was read out by three tmes for each of the conditons (except the
distance to the mouth), yielding a total of 3 (repettons) x 3 (texts) x 2 (sex) x 2 (distance
speakers) = 36 sessions. The following table gives an overview of the conditons:
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Conditon
Text

Sex
Distance (Badge Mouth)
Distance (Speakers)

No Interruptons
Unsuccessful Interruptons
Successful Interruptons
Same Sex
Mixed Sex
Close
Distant
0.7 meters
1.4 meters

Tabla 9: Conditons of turn-taking experiment

The export of the speech duraton and turn-taking was carried out with the Sociometric
Datalab setngs for “Structured meetng” which export audio signals at 1 second resoluton.
Since each start of the reading of the script was marked with a loud beep, the precise
tmestamped sessions for each script/conditon was determined. The sessions were then
imported into Sociometric Datalab in order to export the speech duraton and turn-taking for
the exact duraton of the actual reading of the script.
In additon, the overall experiment was video recorded and tme-coded using Atlas.TI
indicatng the speaking tme of each person as well as the overlap duraton. The actual
speaking tme was used in the subsequent analysis and compared to the speaking duraton
detected by the sociometric badges.
Through the video coding as well as the design of three diferent types of texts, the target
values for turn-taking as well as speech duraton were given and used in the subsequent
analysis.
Speaking Duraton Results
The Sociometric Datalab exports a speech profle containing several measurements.
•

Speaking tme for each badge: only the person wearing the partcular badge is
peaking, while all other persons are silent

•

Speaking overlap: the total duraton the badge wearer was speaking while other
badges were also speaking

•

Total speaking tme: the total duraton a given badge wearer was speaking (while
others are silent) + the total duraton s/he was overlapping with others.

In additon, the Datalab exports further metrics such as the total duraton of “Listening” as
well as “Silent” tme for each badge. However, these metrics were not considered in this
experiment.
The following table provides the mean values across all texts for each of the 6 conditons for
speaking duraton measured (badge) versus video coded. As it appears, the measurements
are quite consistent across the diferent conditons at frst sightn the badges consistently
under-estmate the real speaking duraton ranging from a couple of seconds up to 7 seconds.
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Dist. to
mouth

Sex

Close

Mixed sex

Close

Dist. to
speaker

Speak
(badge)

Speak
(video)

Speak total
(badge)

Speak total
(video)

Overlap
(badge)

Overlap
(video)

0.7

25.46

32.85

38.22

45.29

12.76

12.44

Mixed sex

1.4

29.52

33.40

36.94

45.63

7.42

12.23

Close

Same sex

0.7

29.06

33.44

36.17

45.27

7.11

11.84

Close

Same sex

1.4

32.32

35.91

39.17

47.76

6.86

11.85

Distant

Mixed sex

0.7

24.71

32.85

33.53

45.29

8.82

12.44

Distant

Mixed sex

1.4

26.44

33.40

38.27

45.63

11.83

12.23

Distant

Same sex

0.7

27.65

33.44

36.88

45.27

9.23

11.84

Distant

Same sex

1.4

31.51

35.91

38.94

47.76

7.43

11.85

Tabla 10: Mean speech duraton per badge over all texts - badge vs. video coded duraton

When aggregatng the speaking tme across all sessions, the overall mean approximates the
video-coded speaking tme. As the following boxplots demonstrate, when examining
individual sessions, outliers do exist, suggestng the speech recogniton becomes more
precise the longer it is carried out.

Illustraton 6: Boxplots of mean speaking tme for each of 6 experimental conditons. Red
lines indicates the video coded duraton
Turn-Taking
Examining the turn-taking capabilites of the sociometric badges provides a rather diferent
view. As the following table demonstrates, the algorithm over-estmates considerable the
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number of real turns. Given the simplest script where each speaker has precisely 5 turns, one
afer the other, the Sociometric Datalab detects on average 12.25 turns for the mixed sex and
0.7 meter distance conditon. Surprisingly, the count on turns is beter for same-sex setng
(8.87) and best (as expected) when speakers are more distant (1.4m) to each other (5.0).
However, problematc is the fact that the algorithm detects consistently approximately 5
“successful interruptons” when there are actually none and even unsuccessful interruptons
when there is absolutely no overlap between speakers.
Text

Sex

Dist.
Speaker

Turns
(badge)

Turns
(real)

Success
(badge)

Success
(real)

Unsuccess.
(badge)

Unsuccess.
(real)

No Inter.
No Inter.
No Inter.
No Inter.
Success Int.
Success Int.

Mixed
Mixed
Same
Same
Mixed
Mixed

0.7
1.4
0.7
1.4
0.7
1.4

12.25
6.17
8.67
5.00
10.25
6.92

5
5
5
5
1
1

4.25
5.08
4.92
5.00
4.17
4.33

0
0
0
0
3
3

8.00
1.08
3.75
0.00
6.08
2.58

0
0
0
0
0
0

Success Int.
Success Int.
Unsucc. Int.
Unsucc. Int.
Unsucc. Int.
Unsucc. Int.

Same
Same
Mixed
Mixed
Same
Same

0.7
1.4
0.7
1.4
0.7
1.4

8.25
6.58
15.58
11.58
11.58
9.83

1
1
2
2
2
2

5.08
5.08
4.67
4.00
4.17
4.92

3
3
0
0
0
0

3.17
1.50
10.92
7.58
7.42
4.92

0
0
2
2
2
2

Tabla 11: Mean (three scripts) turn-taking badge measure vs. real counts

The precise error rate for each of the conditons is subject to forthcoming publicaton (Müller
& Meneses), however, it can be seen from the following graph that some conditons
(specifcally the distance to the speaker) has an efect on the precision of the turn-taking
measures. The further away the speakers are from each other, the higher the correct number
of turns (blue points on red line) whereas the shorter distance (red points) are almost never
correct.

Illustraton 7: Distance and sex conditoning turn-taking measurement
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The error rate of turn-taking counts also emphasizes the need to have a beter grip on the
actual distance during interacton. The further away speakers are from each other clearly
improves the error rate of the turn-count.

Body Movement & Mirroring
The sociometric badges are equipped with an accelerometer which measures the actvity
(body movement) of the badge wearer. Accelerometer data is sampled with a frequency of
20Hz and provides informaton about the actvity level of the person wearing the badge. High
actvity levels (> 0.2) indicate that a person is moving (walking) around, while lower values ( <
0.2) indicate a statonary actvity (sitng). Similar to the interacton and audio data, the
Sociometric Datalab exports several derived data fles regarding the “consistency” and
“mirroring” of body actvity paterns between badge wearers.
One of the principal difcultes when examining these body-movement data and their
derived “honest signals”, is the fact that they consttute a new level of data collecton that is
hard to compare and match with other more conventonal types of measurement and
observaton. One of the interestng aspects of “honest signals” is precisely that they provide
access to a level of non-verbal communicaton that is hard, if not impossible to observe with
traditonal research methods. The fne-grained mirroring of body movements, or the
variability of actvity paterns in the voice is not accessible by the human senses directly and
especially not over longer periods of tme. However, this produces simultaneously the
difculty to interpret the available data. Correlatng certain “mirroring” values with a desired
outcome variable is one way as long as an outcome variable can be isolated. In the case of
the case studies with teams, these variables do not exist, since interactons among team
members are not bound to a certain unique, purpose.
During the GEDII project no dedicated experiment was carried out regarding the body
movement measurements and derived values. Kayhan et al. (2018) has recently started to
perform basic, mechanical checks regarding the movement of badges and resultng
measurements. However, there are currently no controlled experiments that would probe
further the reliability and the construct validity of accelerometer derived measurements. It
should be noted that some of this work is currently carried out in the computer science and
machine learning community. Work on “Social Signal Processing” aims to train algorithms to
correctly identfy “dominance” (Jayagopi, Hung, Yeo, & Gatca-Perez, 2009n Varni, Camurri,
Coleta, & Volpe, 2009), “fghts” (Fu, Leong, Ngai, & Chan, 2015), leader emergence
(Sanchez-Cortes, Aran, Jayagopi, Schmid Mast, & Gatca-Perez, 2013n Wang et al., 2012) or
diferent types of social actons (Sapru & Bourlard, 2015) in real-tme interacton scenarios
(Kennedy & Ellis, 2003).

Honest Signals?
Much of the atracton regarding sociometric badges resides in the possibility to track
“honest signals”, i.e. a basic layer of of semi-automatc, non-verbal communicaton that
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shapes human behavior (Gloor et al., 2011n A. Pentland, 2008). However, given the results of
the measurement validaton exercises carried out by others as well as by the present
research casts a certain doubt upon the possibilites of sociometric badges. Nevertheless, the
main dimensions of “honest signals” will be briefly rehearsed. There are four diferent honest
signals, as described by Pentland (2008): emphasis, actvity, influence and mimicry. These
four ways of “signaling” draw mainly upon the audio features and accelerometer data. The
following paragraphs summarize Pentland's descripton quite literally without necessarily
critcally engaging with the statements at this point.
Consistency / Emphasis
Emphasis is commonly considered a measure of the speaker’s motvaton and cognitve load.
The consistency of variatons provide cues of a speaker’s mental focus and of her/his
openness to influence from other people, respectvely. Emphasis can be measured by
variaton in speech prosody — specifcally, variaton in pitch and volume. Prosody refers to
non-linguistc speech features that are longer than one phonetc segment such as intonaton
or rhythm. These features guide listeners about the intent of the speaker. Lack of variaton in
volume and pitch can indicate mental focus and determinatonn lack of consistency in speech
prosody can be sign of emotonality such as when a speaker goes from a whisper to shoutng.
Pentland and collaborators have measured emphasis by “extractng the speaking energy and
the frequency of the fundamental format for each voiced segment, and then we calculated
the standard deviaton of the energy and frequency measures, each scaled by their
respectve means. We measured each speaker’s emphasis by the sum of these scaled
standard deviaton.”
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published research validatng under controlled
experimental setngs the reliability of “consistency” measurements of sociometric badges.
Actvity
Conversatonal dynamics can be characterized by diferent levels of actvity. As a “honest
signal” actvity indicates interest and excitement. Actvity is basically measured by
conversatonal speaking tme, using the speech profle of the sociometric badges. Actvity can
also be measured by the accelerometer readings which indicate if a person is statonary or
walking for example.
Influence / Engagement
Influence indicates the amount of control and/or influence one person has over another. This
can be measured by calculatng overlapping speech segments. Influence is a signal of
dominance. Moreover, its strength in a conversaton can serve as an indicator of atenton.
Pentland measured engagement by modeling each partcipant’s individual turn-taking using
a Hidden Markov Model and then calculatng the conditonal probabilites that connected
these two HMMs to estmate the influence each partcipant had on the other’s turn-taking
dynamics. “By quantfying the conditonal probability of person A's current state (speaking
versus non-speaking) given person B's previous state, we obtain a measure of person B's
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influence over the turn-taking behavior.”
The Sociometric Datalab does provide global fgures regarding turn-taking. As demonstrated
these fgures are not reliable. An alternatve consists of using the individual speech profles
which indicate when badge wearers are “speaking” or “silent”. As these data is tmestamped,
a conditonal probability of speakers influence over each other might be calculated. However,
controlled experiments should be carried out to assess the reliability of these measurements
and influence models.
Mimicry / Mirroring
Mimicry / mirroring is the un-reflected copying of one person (her gestures and prosody) by
another one during a conversaton. The mimicry is key for the smoothness of interacton and
can signal emphatc understanding. Ideally it would provide a window on the “social
sensitvity” of interacton partners. On the one hand, this copying is performed on the level
of speech, i.e. through short interjectons (e.g. “uh”, “mhh”, “ahh”) or back-and-forth
exchanges consistng of short words (e.g. “OK?”, “wow!”, “got!”). However, as Pentland
remarks, since mimicry is the result of a complex behavior, it is difcult to computatonally
measure.
The Sociometric Datalab does not provide measurements regarding the mirroring of speech
features. Turn-taking measurements go somewhat in this directon – however, they are not
reliable as already mentoned. There are no “similarity” measures regarding speech profles
across badges.
On the other hand, sociometric badges produce “similarity” scores based upon the
accelerometer measurements which give an indicaton of the mirroring of two body actvity
paterns. However, again, controlled experiments should be carried out in order to assess the
reliability of these scores and derived models.
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Descriptve & Comparatve Insights (8 Case Studies)
The following secton provides a comparatve overview regarding the main sociometric data
dimensions (interacton, audio, body movement) across the eight case studies. The
comparatve view is an important step in the interpretaton of sociometric data since it
provides a frst benchmark regarding basic quanttes. Do 5000 proximity detects per week
and team member consttute a lot or few? What conclusions can we draw from comparing
proximity vs. face-to-face counts across teams? Are the consistent diferences regarding
speaking tme according to role?

Interacton
The most straightorward comparison between teams consists of the frequency of proximity
detects (Bluetooth) and face-to-face detects (Infrared). As the following two Illustratons
show, there exists considerable diferences between across research groups as well as within
the teams themselves regarding the proximity and face-to-face profle.
Illustraton 8A shows the absolute proximity detect for each team, ranging from a minimum
of 9998 (T1) to a maximum of 201.906 detects (T7) 11. The absolute number of detects is of
course not only an expression of how much team members are in proximity to each other
but also dependent upon the size of the team: for each additonal team member (and hence
additonal badge), the total number of detects will increase assuming that team members
are not completely isolated from each other.

Illustraton 8: Absolute and average proximity detects for each team
In order to correct for the efect of team size, Illustraton 8B indicates the average proximity
detects per team member for each group. Independent of team size, this graph gives a more
adequate account of the frequency with which team members are in proximity to each other.
For example, note the change between T7 and T8 between both graphs: taking into account
11 This covers a 5 day recording period for all teams except T7 which was monitored during two weeks. Hence
is higher absolute detects.
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the size of the team, T8 has most “interactons” compared to T7 which has the highest
number of proximity detects in absolute terms.
With regard to face-to-face detects, some interestng observatons can be made. Again, there
is a diference in terms of absolute and mean detects per team member with visible efects
for T3 and T5. Team 5 and Team 7 have equally high face-to-face interactons followed by T2
and T3.

Illustraton 9: Absolute and average face-to-face detects for each team
Comparing Proximity and Face-to-face

Illustraton 10: Comparing average proximity with face-to-face counts
Examining frequency counts for each team on its own poses the questons on how to
interpret the average (or absolute) counts. Are 53000 proximity detects a lot for one week of
interacton or few? Comparing the average counts across teams provides some leverage in
order to start answering these questons. Table 12 list the absolute and mean proximity as
well as face-to-face detects. Mean proximity detects per team member is 15224 while the
mean face-to-face detects per member is 1306 over a period of 5 days for all teams except
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T7. A more intuitve measure is the mean detects per team member and day. Here, for
example, members of T5 interact on average 464 tmes per day, while members of T3 do so
374 tmes and T8 47 tmes respectvely over one working day.
Apart from giving average detects per team member and day, some interestng observatons
emerge when comparing proximity- and face-to-face detects (see Illustraton 10). What can
be easily notced is the change between the average proximity count and average face-toface count for each team: T8 for example has the highest proximity count but the lowest
face-to-face count. T6 on the other hand has one of the lowest proximity counts but does
comparatvely well when examining the average face-to-face counts per member. Basically,
the average proximity count indicates how “packed” people are at their workplace, i.e. how
much space each team member has. The less space, the closer people are to each other
providing more opportunites to the Bluetooth proximity signal to detect each other. If team
members have separate ofces, the badges will detect each other much less frequently, that
is, only when people actually do meet. Thus, we can observe that T8 is sharing a very tght
ofce space without meetng face-to-face. T5 on the other hand, equally does share the
same lab/ofce space indicated by the high average proximity detects per team member. At
the same tme, these opportunites to interact are taken advantage of because members of
this team have the highest face-to-face detects. For T3 and T6 fnally, the opposite seems to
hold: team members do not share a common ofce space, and when they do meet, i.e. when
they are close to each other, they do so for explicit face-to-face meetngs.
The teams could be analyzed according to the percentage of face-to-face / proximity detects
(see Table 12) as indicated by the “Rato” column. T6 and T3 have the highest proporton of
face-to-face to proximity detects: 26%. This means that for every face-to-face detect we have
approximately 4 proximity detects. T8 on the other hand has a proporton of 0.01, i.e. for
every face-to-face detect there are approximately 100 proximity detects.

Absolute12
proximity

Absolut
e F2F

Mean13
proximity

Mean
F2F

Mean
F2F x Day

Mean
RSSI

Skew14

Kurtosis

Rato

T1

9998

1493

2857

427

85

-76.57

0.64

3.00

0.15

T2

66570

8674

13314

1735

347

-78.11

0.83

3.08

0.13

T3

25336

6545

6334

1870

374

-75.44

0.65

2.81

0.26

T4

53571

2681

11905

596

119

-78.15

0.92

3.46

0.05

T5

119042

12772

21644

2322

464

-76.93

0.86

3.18

0.11

T6

12905

3381

2868

845

169

-70.52

0.03

2.15

0.26

T7

15

15719

28844

2418

242

-76.07

0.52

2.79

0.08

201906

12 Absolute proximity and absolute face-to-face counts refer to pairwise detects
13 Average proximity and average face-to-face counts refer to mean detects per member (and not dyads).
Each dyad detect therefore counts as 1 detect for each of the partcipatng badges.
14 Skew and Kurtosis refer to the Histogram of RSSI values
15 Absolute proximity and face-to-face counts for T7 are based on data collecton over two weeks instead of
one.
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T8

Absolute
proximity

Absolut
e F2F

Mean
proximity

Mean
F2F

Mean
F2F x Day

Mean
RSSI

Skew

Kurtosis

Rato

136107

948

34027

237

47

-77.52

0.64

3.21

0.01

Mean

15224

1306

Tabla 12: Proximity and face-to-face detects by team

Histogram of RSSI Frequency
When considering the proximity/face-to-face rato in relaton to the Histogram of frequency
of RSSI values confrms the diagnosis of T6: it is the least skewed distributon where stronger
signals are almost as frequent as weaker ones (this is also confrmed by the higher mean RSSI
value, see the previous table). Again, this means that when people do meet and the
possibility of Bluetooth detects are given, these signals are relatvely strong, i.e. people are
close to each other and interact directly (as indicated by the high face-to-face detects as
well).
Relatvely strongly skewed distributons (see the “Skew” values in Table 12) are T4 and T5
indicatng ample opportunity of badges to pick up on Bluetooth signals, even when team
members are quite distant to each other. For both teams there are ample opportunites to
interact, which are taken up by T5 (rato is 0.11) and to a lesser extend by T4 (rato is 0.05).

Illustraton 11: Histogram of RSSI values for each team

Session Size – Shared Lab Index
A further comparison deduces session sizes for each team, i.e. how many badges are usually
involved in “meetngs”. This tells us something about the “meetng” culture of the team, i.e.
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if it meets in large groups and rather infrequently or has ad-hoc, casual, interactons in small
groups.

Illustraton 12: Minutes per day of face-to-face detects by number of involved badges
As the above illustraton shows, T1 for example interacts face-to-face more frequently in
groups of three than in groups of 2: the accumulated duraton of “meetngs” with three
badges is approximate 800 minutes per day while meetng with only two badges involved last
for roughly 300 minutes per day. The inverse is true for T3 or T6 where the duraton of twoter meetngs is much higher than for any other confguraton: these groups usually interact
on a one-by-one basis. T2 and T4 again have high two-person meetngs while equally high
amounts that involve 4 team members or even 5.
The following illustraton provides informaton of the overall duraton per session size for
proximity detects. This is a much less restrictve count and the session size should increase –
depending on the degree to which team members share the same ofce space.
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Illustraton 13: Minutes per week of proximity detects by number of involved badges
In fact, Illustraton 13 can be interpreted as a “Shared Lab” Index. What is the most frequent
team size (how many team members are usually present for mutual detects)? Comparing the
resultng fgures to the actual team size gives a good indicator of shared ofce/lab space. This
index is close to 1 when the size of the most frequent Bluetooth sessions is close to the
actual size of the team: since everybody is working within the same space, all badges will
contnuously detect each other and produce a correspondingly large session size. The less
team members are present simultaneously in the same session, the more likely it is that
everybody has its own ofce space and the session size becomes much smaller than the
actual team size. Table 13 shows the calculated Shared Lab Index which coincides with the
observed situaton. It is calculated by dividing the most frequently observed session size by
the real team size. Interestngly, T7 was a big team with two ofce spaces in two locatons.
Ofce space was shared, but in relaton to the overall team size, the index is smaller since
most frequent sessions sizes correspond to the local, i.e. separate ofces.
The Shared Lab Index is a crude measure developed within the context of the case studies
and based upon the above analysis. Future, more sophistcated versions would be more
sensitve to border-line situatons. For example, instead of using the maximum session size
value the mean or median could be used to account for not-so-clear cases like T6 or T1. In
Team 6 for example, sessions involving 2 members accumulate the longest duraton.
However, this is closely followed by a duraton for sessions involving 6 and 7 members. A
small diference in duraton would here quite drastcally swap the interpretaton from
separated-ofces to shared ofce space.
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Team

Shared Lab Index

Observed Lab Space

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.25
0.90
0.25
1.00
0.72
0.20
0.68
1.00

Separate / Teaching
Shared
Separate / Teaching
Shared
Shared
Separate/Teaching
Shared
Shared

Table 13: Shared Lab Index

Session Duraton / Detects and Face-to-face badge-diversity measures
The Histograms of the number of session detects provides further insights into the
interacton paterns of teams. Sessions have been calculated by clustering all interactons
into a single session if consecutve events are not separated by more than 120 seconds.
Overall, the distributon of session duraton resembles a power-law distributon, where
shorter sessions are much more frequent than longer face-to-face meetngs. The longer the
session duraton, the less frequent. Within this overall patern, individual diferences
between
teams
can
be
observed.

Illustraton 14: Histogram of session detects for each T1, T2, T3, T4, T6, T8
First, what distnguishes T5 and T7 from the rest of team is clearly the number of detects
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(note the diferent y-scale!). Although T5 and T7 do not stck out in terms of the median, they
do in terms of the number of average face-to-face detects (see also Table 12). Second, what
also distnguishes the individual teams from each other are the presence of absence of
longer sessions. Thus, T3, T5 and T7 do have relatvely longer sessions, reaching around 40
minutes of face-to-face interacton. This is in stark contrast with the lower bound of sessions,
such as for example for T8 which has a maximum of 4 minutes.

Illustraton 15: Histogram of session detects for T5, T7
When comparing the session duraton with the number of partcipants involved it emerges
that T3 for example has most of its interactons in small groups (see Illustraton 12). Although
these may last up to 45 minutes, only a small porton of the group members is involved, as
most interactons happens between 2-3 badges. The same holds true for T1, T6, T8 where
the dominant session size is between 2-3 partcipants with shorter duraton. This means that
members of T1, T6 and T8 interact in small groups and during less tme. On the other hand,
face-to-face interactons in groups T2, T5 as well as T7 do involve more than 3 persons quite
ofen reaching up to 7 and 8 members. T2 in this sense seems to have the strongest
interacton patern where group size ranges from 2-8 people, having the highest median
value with just above 1 minute. There are frequent and “lastng” face-to-face interactons
taking place between all members of the group. A similar fnding holds for T5 and T7 with the
slight diference that although its median values are inferior to T2, its maximum sessions are
much higher (being close to 40 minutes). Again, in these teams, communicaton happens
between many team members on an ongoing basis.

Mean Duraton

Median Duraton

Max Duraton

Mean Entropy

Mean Gini-C

T1

127.93 secs

42.11 secs

25.65 min

0.78

0.54

T2

163.52 secs

65.00 secs

23.88 min

1.40

0.33

T3

278.47 secs

40.50 secs

45.46 min

0.64

0.66

T4

79.78 secs

40.09 secs

10.19 min

1.16

0.40

T5

145.03 secs

42.77 secs

44.21 min

1.43

0.33

T6

138.47 secs

26.50 secs

13.78 min

0.53

0.71
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Mean Duraton

Median Duraton

Max Duraton

Mean Entropy

Mean Gini-C

T7

135.40 secs

27.08 secs

38.75 min

0.72

0.62

T8

49.09 secs

25.13 secs

4.30 min

0.88

0.49

Table 14: Mean face-to-face session duraton

The overall relaton between persons involved and duraton can also be expressed in terms
of Shannon Entropy or the Gini-Coefcient of concentraton. Shannon entropy 16 is highest for
those teams where members communicate with many others in a very balanced fashion, i.e.
both variety and balance are high. T2, T5 and T4 have all very high Entropy values, indicatng
that face-to-face interactons happens to equal amounts among all team members. The
lowest values are to be found for T6 and T3 – which have correspondingly high Gini-Simpson
concentraton measures – who interactons with who is rather unbalanced and/or
infrequent.
Network Analysis of Interacton Data
The interacton data collected by sociometric badges can be analyzed as social networks.
However, any analysis collapsing the tme dimension of the data into a statc slice faces the
difculty to construct an over-determined network. Since research teams consttute
relatvely small groups (8-15 team members on average) that interact sometmes intensively,
the statc network measures discriminate weakly between the diferent roles and actvity
paterns within the team. When everybody interacts with everybody else over the duraton
of one week, network measures will be very similar.
What therefore gets visible frst and foremost through these network statstcs are global
characteristcs of the team, i.e. if they work closely together in the research lab or if their
work spaces are rather separated. For example while Illustraton 16 shows the interacton
patern of a research group in a teaching based university, Illustraton 17 shows proximity
and face-to-face interacton paterns for research lab based teams.
The network diagrams mirror here insights gained from the pure frequency counts of
teaching vs. research lab based teams, the later showing a much higher count of face-toface but also proximity count.
ANNEX II – Selected Graphs / Charts from page 106 on wards provides an overview of these
network graphs for each team. The next chapter on “Data Dialog” will draw extensively on
these graphs and measures in order to explore possible correlatons between the real world
setngs of the partcipatng teams and their sociometric profles.

16 The higher the “variety” and the “balance”, the higher the entropy.
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Illustraton 16: Teaching based university research team
From a network analytc perspectve the above face-to-face graph provides some inroads to
calculate centrality measures that allow to characterize diferences among nodes (and hence
team members). However, this does apply in a very limited fashion to the next network in
the below graph where most badges are in contact with each other.

Illustraton 17: Research based lab network graphs
A simple regression model has been fted for “Closeness”, “Eigencentrality”, and
“Betweenness” measures (Table 15). As the following table indicates, gender is signifcant for
Closeness centrality and Betweenness centrality (p < 0.05). Closeness centrality slightly
decreases for women while Betweenness centrality increases.
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Closeness

Eigencentrality

Betweenness

B

CI

p

B

CI

p

B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.04

0.01–0.07

.005

0.64

0.30–0.97

<.001

1.47

-1.25–4.19

.285

Gender (Man)

-0.01 -0.02–-0.00

.021

0.00

-0.12–0.13

.969

1.08

0.05–2.11

.039

Age

0.00

-0.00–0.00

.998

0.00

-0.01–0.01

.541

-0.00

-0.07–0.06

.990

Tenure

0.00

-0.00–0.00

.232

-0.00

-0.00–0.00

.710

0.00

-0.02–0.02

.807

Role (Junior)

0.01

-0.00–0.02

.131

0.09

-0.07–0.25

.252

-1.17

-2.47–0.12

.075

Observatons
R2 / adj. R2

76

76

76

.118 / .068

.024 / -.031

.138 / .089

Tabla 15: Regression results for face-to-face network centrality measures

Previous investgatons indicate that a relatonship between personality traits and network
centrality measures (Alshamsi, Pianesi, Lepri, Pentland, & Rahwan, 2016n Lepri et al., 2012n
Lepri, Staiano, Shmueli, Pianesi, & Pentland, 2016). Partcipants also answered the Big Five
Personality questonnaire items (Rammstedt & John, 2007). However, as the following
regression model indicates, none of the personality traits yields signifcant results regarding
the three centrality measures.
Closeness

Eigencentrality

Betweenness

B

CI

p

B

CI

p

B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.08

0.03–0.13

.001

0.54

-0.00–1.09

.052

2.81

-1.80–7.43

.228

Extraversion

-0.00

-0.00–0.00

.385

-0.00

-0.01–0.01

.663

0.02

-0.05–0.08

.637

Agreeableness

-0.00

-0.01–0.01

.768

0.05

-0.04–0.13

.271

0.26

-0.42–0.95

.446

Conscientous.

-0.01

-0.02–0.00

.184

-0.04

-0.14–0.06

.458

-0.05

-0.89–0.79

.900

Openness

-0.00

-0.01–0.01

.968

0.04

-0.05–0.12

.431

-0.57

-1.32–0.18

.136

Emotonal Stab.

-0.00

-0.01–0.01

.699

0.02

-0.07–0.11

.663

-0.01

-0.80–0.79

.983

Observatons
R2 / adj. R2

76

76

76

.056 / -.012

.032 / -.038

.075 / .009

Interactons by Gender
Across the 8 teams there were 35 women and 45 men partcipatng. As can be seen from the
following table, the average detects for face-to-face interactons is slightly higher for women
than for men considering a tme span of 5 days. The inverse holds for proximity detects,
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where men have a slightly higher count.
Gender

Interacton

Total

Mean 5 Days

Daily Mean

Woman
Woman
Man
Man

Proximity
Face-to-face
Proximity
Face-to-face

514071
51885
736799
52541

14688
1526
17971
1347

2938
305
3594
269

Table 16: Total and mean detects by gender across all teams

A closer look regarding gender diferences in interacton between groups is presented in the
secton on Relaton Event Modeling – which provides a framework for testng statstcally
signifcant diferences regarding tme-based data. Depending on the team, there are
diferences of the mean detects for women and men. However, there is no consistent
paterns across teams, that is, that men consistently would be more “visible” in interactons
women or vice versa.
The following graph illustrates that there is no easily identfable gender patern. It shows the
total pairwise detects for proximity and face-to-face interactons. There is also no clearly
identfable homophily patern where women would interact more frequently among women
only or men only among men, although the proximity data could suggest otherwise. It seems
that men “hang around” other men more frequently due to the higher detects in Illustraton
18. However, overall the proporton between men and women is also slightly skewed, having
35 women across all teams and 45 men. Thus it can be expected that there are more manman interactons than women-women. This also suggests that there is an imbalance in the
face-to-face interacton where we would also expect to have more men-to-men interactons
than women only. To which degree these diferences are signifcant has to be explored
however in

Illustraton 18: Pairwise proximity- and face-to-face detects by gender across all teams
the context of the Relatonal Event Modeling, on page 78 on wards. As a basis, the following
tables provide already an overview of the mean face-to-face interacton for each team
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according to gender. The right hand graph gives an impression of the relatve partcipaton of
women and men during interactons. Thus, in Team 1 for example, women are overrepresented in interactons whereas in Team 2 they are slightly under-represented. What
more, the right chart for Team 2 suggests that most interactons happen among women
whereas in Team 1, most interactons happen in mixed gender dyads.

Illustraton 19: Team 1 face-to-face interactons by gender

Illustraton 20: Team 2 face-to-face interactons by gender
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Illustraton 21: Team 3 face-to-face interactons by gender

Illustraton 22: Team 4 face-to-face interactons by gender

Illustraton 23: Team 5 face-to-face interactons by gender
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Illustraton 24: Team 6 face-to-face interactons by gender

Illustraton 25: Team 7 face-to-face interactons by gender

Illustraton 26: Team 8 face-to-face interactons by gender.

Interactons by Team Role
The following graph demonstrates the mean number per team role for both proximity- as
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well as face-to-face detects for the six research/university based teams. The two remaining
case studies from the private company are not included since they do not have PhD or MA
positons.
Comparing face-to-face and proximity detects, the diferental role of both Research/Lab
Assistants as well as Administratve Assistants is noteworthy. Research/Lab Assistants are in
proximity to the research staf as can be seen in Illustraton 27B, having a mean count that is
close to those of Postdocs, PhDs and MA students. However, when examining the face-toface interacton profle, their frequency of detects is much lower: who is interactng in the lab
are indeed PhD and Postdoc researchers as well as MA students while assistant roles are
much less prominent.
The mean detects suggest that most face-to-face interacton in the lab is carried out by PhD
and Postdocs. MA students also seem to play an important role. Senior researchers and team
leaders are less involved in the actual experimental work of research teams.

Illustraton 27: Mean detects by role
The importance of the PhD, Postdocs and MA students for the actual work carried out is
confrmed by the analysis of interacton dyads by role: most interactons do happen among
PhD students, PhD-MA students, PhD and Postdoc/Junior researchers and less for example
between Assistants and Team Leaders, or MA Students and Seniors.
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Illustraton 28: Pairwise face-to-face detects by roles
If there are statstcally signifcant diferences regarding interacton paterns between these
roles will be furthermore addressed in the secton on Relatonal Event Modeling on page 78.
Regression Model for Interacton Data using Age, Gender, Role
Two simple regression models have been fted using the interacton data across all teams.
The frst model predicts the total amount of proximity detects using the covariates of age,
gender, role, gender stereotype and team tenure. Age is signifcant at the p < .001 level. A
binary variable “team role” (recodifying Team Leader and Senior Researcher as “Senior” and
Postdoc, PhDs, MAs as “Junior”) is signifcant at p < .05. Since team roles do correlate with
age, this is not surprising.
The second model uses face-to-face detects but does not produce any signifcant results. In
both cases, gender is not predictve of the total amount of interacton detects, neither
proximity nor face-to-face counts.
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Total Face-to-face Detects

Total Proximity Detects

B

CI

p

B

CI

p

2578.56

457.12–4700.01

.018

46778.84

27892.19–65665.49

<.001

Age

-39.17

-79.29–0.95

.056

-668.47

-1026.28–-310.66

<.001

Gender (Man)

-122.25

-754.76–510.26

.701

4272.93

-1266.75–9812.61

.128

Role (Junior)

-658.26

-1459.51–142.99

.106

-7419.96

-14519.37–-320.54

.041

Gender Stereotype

379.31

-0.15–758.77

.050

-1008.51

-4345.56–2328.55

.549

Tenure

-10.09

-20.90–0.73

.067

-66.72

-163.26–29.82

.172

(Intercept)

Observatons
R2 / adj. R2

73

76

.203 / .144

.259 / .206

Table 17: Regression on total proximity and face-to-face detects using age, gender, and role as
covariates

Audio
A comparatve view of the mean speaking, listening, overlap and silent duraton per team is
given in Illustraton 29. The fgures reported refer to the average hours per team member
over a fve working day period. The average speaking duraton does not show large
diferencesn most team members speak between 2 to 3.5 hours during the entre week.
Diferences are more pronounced for the listening duraton with members of T7, T8 and T5
being the most actve listeners and members of T1, T3 and T6 having the lowest listening
duraton. This raises the queston to which degree the listening profle does capture actual
speaking within the team, since T1, T3 and T6 are university/teaching based teams where
team members do not share ofce space or research labs. The problem is clearly suggested
by T8 which has a very high listening duraton, although it has one of the lowest face-to-face
interacton detects. This means that the badges probably pick up on people talking even
though team members are not interactng with each other directly.17
In order to explain how these four dimensions of the speech profle is calculated, let's use a
simple example involving two persons A and B, each wearing a badge. Speaking tme for
person A indicates the duraton this person A was speaking. If person B was present and
silent during this tme, its badge would record the same amount of tme as “Listening”. If
both persons A and B talk at the same tme, this would be registered as “Overlapping”. If
none of the persons is speaking, this would be registered as “Silence”. The average hours of
“Silence” are therefore quite high because it indicates the duraton that a badge was turned
on – while nobody was speaking.
17 When interpretng the audio profles in the context of other collected data sources, the ofce space
suggests that badges “listen” to people talking in the environment without necessarily talking to each other.
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Illustraton 29: Average speaking, listening, overlap and silent hours per team member over 5
days
Interestngly, the average speaking duraton is highest for T4 which has at the same tme a
relatvely low face-to-face interacton count. The same applies for T7 and T8, the later
having a very low face-to-face interacton count compared to T7. A possible interpretaton is
that team members were interactng substantally with non-badge wearers. To think in
extremes: the maximum amount of speaking duraton per team would consist of all team
members speaking all the tme. The only situaton where this seems somehow feasible is, if
team members are separated – otherwise they would be talking over each other. This
interpretaton fts the fact that T4 has indeed the third lowest face-to-face count, afer T1
and T8. Thus, people don't interact a lot within the team but nevertheless have the highest
speaking duraton, suggestng that they talk on the phone or to other non-badge wearers, or
that the badges pick up on ambient noise.

Team
1
2
3
4

Total Speaking

Total Listen

Mean Speaking

Mean Listen

SD Speaking

SD Listen

17.71
28.04
26.32
32.41

8.03
43.37
18.37
39.65

2.53
2.80
3.29
3.60

1.15
4.34
2.30
4.41

1.25
1.35
2.02
1.75

0.71
1.96
2.03
2.72
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Team
5
6
7
8

Total Speaking

Total Listen

Mean Speaking

Mean Listen

SD Speaking

SD Listen

33.30
21.59
34.95
15.36

72.90
9.22
98.53
55.30

3.03
2.40
2.50
1.92

6.63
1.02
7.04
6.91

1.50
1.18
1.35
0.63

2.78
0.85
3.89
1.60

Table 18: Total and mean speaking and listening duraton

Speech Profle by Gender
Examining speaking duraton by gender does not display strong diferences, neither for
“speaking” nor for “listening” except for T1 and T2 where women do seem to speak more
than men and T3 where women have higher listening duraton than men.

Illustraton 30: Speech profle mean duraton by gender
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Illustraton 31: Percentle and mean values for speaking/listening duraton by gender

Speech Profle by Role
An interestng queston concerns the speaking duraton by junior vs. senior roles in the
team18. The mean speaking duraton for junior and senior roles is quite similar. Marked
diference appear when looking at the average listening duraton: senior positons seem to
listen considerably less than the junior researchers. Not only is the distributon of listening
tme for senior positons less dispersed, there is also a clear diference for the median and
mean values. However, signifcant diferences between listening duraton for senior/junior
positons are achieved only if the private company teams are excluded, because the junior
and seniority profles are quite diferent (with senior researchers and PhD positons being
absent in the private company).

Illustraton 32: Total Speaking and Listening Duraton by Role for T1-T6 (public research)
Senior positons talk considerably more in T3 while the opposite is true for T4. Very clear is
the lower listening duraton for seniors across all teams (Illustraton 33B), except T2 which is
slightly more balanced.

18 Senior roles include “Team leader”, “Senior researcher”. Junior roles include “Postdoc/Junior researcher”,
“PhD student”, “MA student” and assistant positons.
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listening

speaking

B

CI

B

CI

(Intercept)

9.39***

6.84–11.95

2.55***

1.31–3.78

Age

-0.13**

-0.21–-0.05

0.01

-0.03–0.05

-0.01

-0.03–0.01

-0.00

-0.01–0.01

Tenure
Observatons
R2 / adj. R2

76

76

.205 / .183

.002 / -.025

Notes

* p<.05** p<.01*** p<.001

Table 19: Regression for speaking / listening duraton

If team members of the private companies are included in the sample, then it's not so much
Team Role anymore that produces signifcant diferences but Age. As mentoned, the team
roles in the private company do not match the team roles in the research centers or
university. However, team roles do correlate with age. Older team members have more
senior team roles. As the regression model shows, the older the partcipants the less do they
listen. On the one hand this is plausible considering team leaders for example which “should”
at least talk as much as they listen to othersn at least it would be strange to have a team
leader that only listens but does not talk. On the other hand, more senior positons do
partcipate less in daily lab work and hence will pick up less the speaking of other team
members. PhDs and Junior team members interact more frequently which increments the
chances that their listening duraton increments, simply because they are close to other
potental speakers.
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Illustraton 33: Average speaking, listening, overlap and silent duraton by role

Body Movement & Mirroring
As described, sociometric badges are equipped with an accelerometer, i.e. sensors to
monitor body actvity. Since each measurement is tmestamped, “similarity” scores are
calculated that indicate how “well” body movements between partcipants are synchronized
and mirror each other. At the same tme, the accelerometer readings of all badges also
allows some insights regarding the movement patern of the team members, especially how
well people act in synchronicity indicatng “centralized” or well orchestrated events.
Body Actvity across Badges
The accelerometer readings of sociometric badges give insights into the overall actvity
patern of the team. Actvites that are “compulsory” for all team members such as team
meetngs but also social actvites such as shared lunch display characteristc peaks of actvity
and immobility which coincide in tme.
The following illustraton shows the body actvity measurements for 8 badges over an entre
day. Actvity measurements > 0.2 usually indicate walking or non-statonary actvites. Apart
from the irregular peaks, what clearly stcks out is the overlapping actvity patern at around
14:00 o'clock, where all team members seem to move uniformly during the same tme
period. For about 30 minutes, everybody was moving in a very synchronized way,
reproducing even small irregular “dents” in the actvity patern across all badges.
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Illustraton 34: Body actvity patern for one day and 8 badges
This synchronicity in body movement across all badges gives an indicaton about the number
of “formalized” encounters within the research group. Opportunites where all team
members act in concordance usually require a formal arrangement that tells us something
about the level of centralized steering within the group.
A simple measure that indicates the degree to which the actvity curves of badges coincide is
the Pearsons' correlaton coefcient. When calculatng the correlaton coefcient over the
entre body actvity curve, however, the peaks will likely be overshadowed by the larger
periods of non-actvity or lack of coincidence. Afer all, coincidence between many badges is
rather unlikely. Thus, for our “synchronicity” measure, we slide a tme window over the
actvity values and calculate the correlaton for each tme window separately. Illustraton 35
shows the mean Pearson correlaton coefcient for all badges of the previous graph (above).
Clearly visible is the peak between cluster 10 and 15, where a Pearsons' correlaton
coefcient close to 1 indicates almost perfect matching of the actvity paterns across badges
for the given tme cluster.
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Illustraton 35: Mean Pearson correlaton coefcient over all badges combinatons using a
800 second tme window
Note, that the mean of the correlaton coefcient is calculated for all combinatons of
available badges, i.e. it will be higher the more the actvity measurements coincide between
all members, not just two or three.
The correlaton coefcient can be calculated for each day individually, producing a
characteristc “synchronicity” curve for each day. Overall, by setng a certain threshold we
can count the number of peaks, i.e. the number of highly centralized events for each team
which gives an indicaton of the level of centralized events. Few “peaks” implies that the
coordinaton of actvites among team members is lown the team is rather individualized and
there is litle “formalized” cohesion. On the other hand, if peaks are frequent, then there is a
strong formalized cohesion which brings team members together in a central place at
specifed tmes.
Our proposed correlaton coefcient is calculated as soon as three badges are actve at the
same tme. The current version of the synchronicity index does not take into account the size
of the team, even though it is evidently harder to achieve high values for large teams than
for smaller ones. This should be considered in a future version.

Team 1
Nr. Peaks

4

Team 2
3

Team 3
2

Team 4
1

Team 5

Team 6

7

1

Team 719
5/2

Team 8
2

Tabla 20: Number of highly correlated body actvity paterns by teams

Team 5 has the highest synchronicity of body actvity paterns vs. T4 and T6 which have the
lowest. What can be seen from the correlaton curve for T5 in Illustraton 36 (top), is not only
the high synchronicity values at certain moments during the day, but also how these coincide
at exactly the same moment across two diferent days (green lines), indicated by the peaks
19 Body actvity data spans two weeks. Scores have been calculated for each week independently.
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between 11 and 12 on the x-axis.

Illustraton 36: High vs. low synchronicity in body actvity paterns T5 (7 peaks) vs. T6 (1
peak). Diferent lines indicate diferent days.

Body Mirroring
The nonverbal mirroring data is based upon the face-to-face interacton only. Although
mirroring values between all badges at all tmes could be calculated, it only makes sense to
calculate these values when actual interactons take place. All face-to-face sessions with a
duraton longer than 60 seconds have been exported and provide the basis of the following
analysis.
Mirroring values range from 0 to 1, where 0 means complete lack of mirroring data and 1 a
perfect match. Mirroring values have been calculated on a per second basis for the whole
duraton of the interacton. However, in order to flesh out important diference between
badge pairs, a threshold value isolates the relatvely rare, higher mirroring values from the
vast amount of low values. In the following illustraton, only mirroring values > 0.5 are
retained. Clearly visible is the high count for T5 in this case. However, when normalizing the
higher body mirroring values with respect to the overall count of mirroring values the picture
changes considerably: now T3 has the highest values and T5 resides with the normal range
compared to other teams. This implies that the high count for T5 is rather a product of the
frequent interactons than necessarily a stronger synchronicity between body actvity.
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Illustraton 37: Body mirroring values > 0.5 across all teams

Body Mirroring by Gender
Examining the body mirroring values by gender shows that there is some diference on the
dyadic level, with women-men dyads having higher mirroring values. However, the
diferences are highly dependent upon the chosen threshold value and hence the number of
observatons available above the given threshold.

Illustraton 38: Body mirroring > 0.8 by gender
Reducing the threshold of body mirroring values to 0.5 levels out the diferences in values as
can be seen from the following illustraton:
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Illustraton 39: Body mirroring > .5 by gender
There are no gender diferences regarding body mirroring values.
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Contextualizing Sociometric Data – a Data Dialog
The GEDII case studies ofer a unique opportunity to explore sociometric data in a more
qualitatve manner. As the following paragraphs will show, the partcipatng teams comprise
a considerable variety along a number of key dimensions such as organizatonal setup, main
goals, leadership style or wider organizatonal context. Thus, instead of examining
commonalites and diferences based on the sociometric data directly, the following secton
explores case study characteristcs relying on the additonal data sources collected, such as
the semi-structured interviews and the short questonnaire. Based on the empirical research,
important diferences between research groups emerge – which, in a second step will be
linked back to the sociometric data where possible. The descriptve accounts of the
following paragraphs therefore also provide an opportunity to understand beter the
interacton patern of each team before using more quanttatve approaches in the next
chapter.
The central contributon of this secton consists of providing comparatve insights how the
four social concepts “leadership”, “hierarchy”, “collaboraton”, and “gender diversity” could
become manifest in the sociometric data. Consultng the interview material for each case
study, it is clear that important diferences do exist for example concerning the “leadership
style” between the teams. However, how “leadership style” or other social concepts of
interest do become apparent in the sociometric interacton patern and network statstcs is
far from clear.
Several dimensions of the sociometric interacton profle are examined for diferences and
commonalites:
Team collaboraton
•

refers to the “shared lab” index which indicates if a research group works
predominantly in a shared space such as a lab or has separate ofces.

•

Assesses how “uniform” or “diverse” the aggregated face-to-face network statstcs
are. In some teams, few individuals dominate the interacton whereas in others,
interacton paterns are more uniform and shared between all members.

•

Analysis of role-based interacton: which roles interacton the most with each other
(e.g. Leader – Senior, or PhD – Postdoc)?

Leadership
•

Insights regarding the leadership style can be gained from the face-to-face network
statstcs of the leader vs all other team members.

•

Furthermore the speech profle indicates the total and mean speaking and listening
tme of the leader (versus all other team members). More dominant leaders will have
a relatvely higher speaking tme.

•

The Shannon Entropy values of the team leader vs. all other team members should
also be considered. A team leader should have Shannon Entropy diversity values in
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the medium range, indicatng interactons with a variety of team members but not
the entre team on a constant basis.
•

Last but not least the number of highly synchronized body actvity events is
interpreted in terms of the level of strong/centralized steering. The fact that team
members move in a synchronized fashion has to be seen as the excepton rather than
the rulen the more group members move in an orchestrated way, the more a
centralized steering of some sort can be assumed.

Role-based Hierarchy
Each team member has indicated her/his team role, ranging from “Team leader” to “Senior
researcher”, “Postdoc / Junior”, “PhD student”, “MA student”, “Administratve Assistant” or
“Research / Lab Assistant”. Roles can be ordered in terms of a hierarchy with more senior
roles being located at the top and more junior and assistant roles at the botom. Team roles
thus provide important informaton regarding the potental hierarchy within the group by
analyzing interacton paterns or the speech profle according to these roles.
•

Does the speech duraton (of the most dominant roles) correspond to the role based
hierarchy? In part, the leadership analysis already answers this queston regarding the
mean duraton of the leader vs. all other team members.

•

Does the face-to-face network statstcs – which indicate for example influental team
members coincide with the team roles of each member?

•

Are there any paterns regarding the analysis of interacton paterns between roles?
Hence, for research lab based groups, a “normal” patern is a comparatvely high
collaboraton between PhD and Postdocs within the lab since these team roles carry
out most of the actual research work. The degree to which certain role dyads (e.g.
PhD-PhD or PhD-MA) interacts provides insights into the hierarchy within the team.

Gender diferences
•

Gender diferences can be analyzed according to the relatve speaking and listening
duraton of women and men in the team.

•

Gender diferences are also apparent by the mean proximity and face-to-face detects
of women and men within each team.

Altogether 12 dimensions are available to establish diferences and commonalites across the
8 sociometric team profles. As will become apparent, some of these map neatly unto the
general insights that are provided by the interviews and the questonnaire data. On this
qualitatve level, the sociometric data characterizes reasonably well diferences between the
teams along the just mentoned dimensions of “team collaboraton”, “leadership” mainly. It
needs to be seen, to which degree more precise statstcal measures can be provided –
especially when exploring the dynamic nature of the data with the Relatonal Event Modeling
(see page 78)
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During the course of WP2, eight individual case study reports have been produced that
contain detailed informaton on the sociometric profle of each team. Each report also
contains a summary of the insights derived from the other, non-sociometric data sources
collected during each case study, including the semi-structured interviews and the short
questonnaires. The individual case study reports are not public due to privacy issues.
However, summary statstcs as well as data visualizatons are provided in ANNEX I –
Comparatve Case Study Table on page 103 and ANNEX II – Selected Graphs / Charts on page
106. The contents of the following paragraphs is based to a large degree upon these
individual case study reports.

Individual Case Study Analysis
In the following secton, each case study will be described very briefly, characterizing its main
features in terms of leadership, team collaboraton, hierarchy and gender diversity. In a
second step the main features of the sociometric profle will be summarized in order to see if
commonalites and diferences between the cases map onto commonalites and diferences
regarding the sociometric data.
Team 1 – Main Features
T1 is a university/teaching based research team comprising 8 members (3 women, 5 men),
with a mean age of 46 years and the mean team tenure is 5.14 years. The team has a long
history and counts on senior members that form part of it for the past 7 years at least. The
group comprises large age- and tenure diferences between younger PhD students and
senior fgures. Research actvites compete with the demands of teaching responsibilites
which makes it hard to focus on a collaboratve research process – as stated several tmes
during the interviews. Leadership is shared between relatvely young (and new) leader and
the previous leader of the group (both men) which corresponds to two research lines
developed within the group. Age and status diferentals are large, comprising senior
members with a long trajectory and much younger PhD students. The duality in research
lines together with the teaching responsibilites make a shared, explicit vision of the group a
challenge. Interactons of the leader largely happen on the dyadic level directly engaging
with other seniors or PhD students directly. Decisions are taken by consensus and
conditoned clearly through the close interacton among seniors. There is an explicit
appreciaton of diversity by senior team members in terms of recognizing the innovaton
need and potental of younger (PhD) students.
Sociometric Profle
The sociometric profle examines primarily face-to-face interacton frequencies, the
aggregated network statstcs (see Table 22 on page 122) as well as the speech profle
summarized in Annex I.
Team collaboraton. The shared lab index is 0.25, correctly indicatng a teaching/university
based team. The mean proximity detects per team member are 2857 (sd=1322) and the
mean face-to-face detects are 427 (sd=290) situatng it at the lower end of interacton
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frequency in comparison to the other teams. The mean face-to-face detect per member and
day is 85. Examining face-to-face network statstcs for T1 suggests three members as highly
influental: the team leader, one senior positon and one PhD positon have very similar
Eigencentrality scores and degree count. The three team members also share a similar high
score for the Shannon Entropy measure. These 3 most actve members are responsible for
60% of all interactons of the entre group of 8.
The face-to-face statstcs for this team is rather diverse and conditoned by specifc team
members which influence the overall face-to-face interacton patern.
Interacton happens predominantly across team roles, i.e. in a horizontal fashion involving
senior researchers and PhDs as well as team leaders and PhDs directly, even though this is
highly determined by the three dominant members who belong to a diferent role each.
Comparing the proximity and face-to-face profle, an inverted relatonship is observed
between PhD – senior roles: most face-to-face interactons happen between PhD and Seniors
while there are relatvely few proximity detects. This indicates intentonal meetngs in
specifc tmes and places. The inverse holds for Senior – Senior interactons which count on a
high opportunity structure (many proximity detects) but only few direct face-to-face
interactons.
Leadership. The network statstcs suggest a certain ambiguity regarding the team leader –
who has a similar positon to PhD and another senior positon. In fact, the similar scores
correspond to the “dual” leadership where the other senior positon corresponds to the
previous team leader. Interacton happens across diferent roles directly, in a horizontal
fashion.
The speech profle emphasizes the centrality of the leader since the highest mean listening
and speaking duraton pertains to the team leader. However, again, total speaking and
listening duraton for the three dominant team members is very similar (3.6, 3.6 and 3.4
hours).
The number of synchronized body actvites is 4. In comparison to other teams, this is a
medium range value, indicatng a certain coherency where the team acts as a global unity.
Role-based Hierarchy. The face-to-face interacton is horizontal rather than pyramidal
meaning that senior and junior roles interact directly with each other. There is no delegaton
from senior towards junior roles. Most influental positons (Eigencentrality) according to role
in face-to-face network in decreasing order of importance: Senior, PhD+Leader, PhD+Senior,
Senior. Leader has a strong presence in the speech profle, i.e. highest mean listening and
speaking duraton. Mean speaking and listening very similar among PhD, Senior and Leader.
Gender diferences. Most interactons happen among mixed gender dyads. Although there
are more men than women in the team, women (481) accumulate on average more face-toface detects than men (385), i.e. women are over-represented in interactons. Women also
have a higher mean speaking (2.98) and listening duraton (1.67) than men (2.18/0.74).
Summary Insights for T1
Certain individuals dominate the sociometric profle, comprising a core-group of three team
members involving a PhD, Senior and Leader positon. The split between this highly
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influental group of three and the rest of the team which is less actve indicates is visible in
the diversity of sociometric profles characteristc for teaching based groups. The status and
age diferentals within the team are not reflected in the sociometric profle where most
interactons do happen across (senior vs. junior) roles. The strong interacton across
hierarchies emphasizes the appreciaton of diversity in the team. The sociometric profle
indicates correctly a somewhat “split” leadership role, i.e. the equal importance of the
formal leader and one other senior positon. Leadership does not involve delegaton. There
are marked gender diferences due to over-representaton of women in interacton and
speech profle.
Team 2 – Main Features
T2 is a pure research based team, comprising 10 members (7 women, 3 men), with a mean
age of 34 years and mean tenure of 1.56 years. It is a quite young team, recently founded
and with most members joining the team during the past 2 years. The leadership style could
be described as “partcipatory” and “care oriented.” Without an explicit strategy, human
relatons within the team receive special atenton by the leader, who is a woman, by caring
for a “personal” space of each person and by being atentve to bufer the possible
“frustratons” generated by lab- and experimental work. The team leader is one more team
member, where the entre team operates in an open, trust-based climate. There are some
centralized actvites such as a bi-weekly “journal club”, but most interactons happens adhoc, on an informal basis. Decisions are taken by consensus. One of the main features of this
team concerns the pro-actve approach to interdisciplinary workn the team members have
been recruited from diferent scientfc disciplines like Biology, Chemistry, or Physics in order
to examine research questons from diferent angles / knowledge felds. This requires actve
dialog among team members to bring diferent disciplinary backgrounds to bear on shared
problems.
Sociometric Profle
The sociometric profle examines primarily face-to-face interacton frequencies, the
aggregated network statstcs (see Table 23 on 122) as well as the speech profle summarized
in Annex I.
Team Collaboraton. The shared lab index is 0.9 correctly indicatng a research lab team.
Mean proximity detects are 13314 (sd=6031) and mean face-to-face is 1735 (sd=1085)
detects per member, which indicates abundant interacton in comparison to other teams.
The mean face-to-face detects per member and day is 347. The interacton profle is also
highly uniform, i.e. most face-to-face network measures are very similar: 7 out of 10 team
members, including the team leader have Eigencentrality values between 0.9 and 1 and
Degree scores between 8 and 9. Thus, there are no influental individuals which would
conditon the overall interacton profle. The 3 most prolifc interacton members are
responsible for 51% of all interactons within this group of 10. Interacton among PhD, Juniors
and Seniors does happen in a horizontal fashion where PhD to Senior interactons are most
frequent, followed by Senior to Postdocs and Postdocs to PhDs.
Team Leadership. The team leader blends in with most other team members regarding face-
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to-face network statstcs. Shannon Entropy measures are highest for PhD, Postdocs and
Leader, suggestng that communicaton of the leader with team members is relatvely
balanced. However, absolute and mean interacton counts signal a more nuanced picture
with most interactons of the team leader being directed towards Seniors and Junior/Postdoc
positons and only limited interacton with PhDs. This suggests delegaton from leadership to
Senior and Junior positons.
The number of synchronized body actvity paterns is 3. There are few centralized actvites
and actve steering.
The speech profle establishes highest mean speaking for the group leader but lowest
listening duraton.
Role-based Hierarchy. Interactons according to role suggests delegaton from leader
primarily to Seniors and then Junior/Postdoc positons. However, face-to-face network
statstcs does not seem to indicate an especially influental role to the team leader who
shares with 7 others high Eigencentrality and Degree scores. Besides the team leader, the
rest of team members do interact in a very horizontal fashion irrespectve of hierarchical
roles.
Gender diferences. Although there are 7 women and 3 men on this team, the mean face-toface detects for women is 1585 vs. 2085 detects for men. This means men are overrepresented in face-to-face interactons within this team. Most interactons do happen
among same-gender dyads. However, women have on average a higher speaking duraton
(3.4 hours) vs. men (1.4 hours) and a higher mean listening duraton 4.43h (women) vs. 4.37h
(men).
Summary Insights for T2
The network statstcs of this team coincide strongly with the general descripton of a
horizontally organized team where most team members interact with each other, especially
considering Senior, Junior/Postdoc and PhD levels. The face-to-face statstcs indicate shared,
uniform team roles, including the team leader. This observaton also holds according to the
interacton profle where communicaton among team roles is quite balanced among Senior,
Postdoc and PhD level. At the same tme, leadership is somewhat hierarchical in that most
interactons from the leader target senior and junior members and less PhDs. The leader also
has a strong presence due to highest mean speaking duraton. The 3 synchronized body
actvity events are in the middle range compared to other teams. Overall, this seems to be a
high interacton team having most team members partcipate equally irrespectve of
hierarchical roles. The team leader, although “being one of the team”, has a certain presence
as indicated by the speech profle and centralized actvites.
Team 3 – Main Features
T3 again is a university/teaching based research team with 8 members (3 men and 5
women), with a mean age of 36 years and mean tenure of 3.19 years. One of the central
characteristcs of this research group concerns its high heterogeneity in terms of roles and
academic trajectories mirroring diversity of responsibilites and experiences among staf of a
university (and hence department) based environment. Leadership in this sense is
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conditoned by people's backgrounds, the wider organizatonal environment and overall
teaching responsibilites. It is also marked by age diferences that not necessarily correspond
to years of experience and academic ranks. Hence, the possibilites to actvely shape the
group through a distnct leadership style are bound by external conditons. The team has a
shared laboratory although most members have also their own ofce space. Research
actvites compete with a very demanding teaching agenda and are carried out in “individual”
tme slots where researchers work mostly on separate sub-tasks without direct interacton.
The group therefore does not operate too much on the global level as a unity but addresses
individual collaboratons and work within the confnements of the overall
university/departmental environment.
Sociometric Profle
The sociometric profle examines primarily face-to-face interacton frequencies, the
aggregated network statstcs (see Table 24 on page 123) as well as the speech profle
summarized in Annex I.
Team collaboraton. The shared lab index is 0.25 correctly identfying this team as
university/teaching based group. The mean face-to-face interacton count is 1870 (sd=2292/)
and the mean proximity count is 6334 (sd=5284) which is a comparatvely high interacton
count for a teaching based group. This is also confrmed by the mean face-to-face detects per
day and team member, which is 374. The sociometric profle for T3 suggests an interacton
profle that is dominated by three highly influental individuals (MA student, PhD student and
team leader) in terms of frequency of face-to-face detects: these three team members are
responsible for 93% of all interactons. The face-to-face network statstcs of Eigencentrality
and Degree scores is quite diverse, suggestng a sociometric profle that is highly dependent
upon certain individuals. Litle can be said regarding the interacton among the wider group
of team members because there are very few detects in general.
Comparing proximity and face-to-face profles shows important diferences between the
proximity profle vs. the face-to-face interactons. There are clearly more frequent detects
among a wider variety within the team than observed face-to-face interactons. This
underlines further the intentonal nature of the interactons among the dominant pairs.
Team Leadership. The leadership role is not clearly identfed by the sociometric data.
Network statstcs do not signal the leader as especially influental compared to other team
roles. The Shannon Entropy score is in the medium range indicatng an unbalanced
interacton with few selected others by the team leader. Most interactons of the leader
happen with a PhD student. There is no delegaton nor cascading.
The number of synchronized body actvity paterns is 2. The group does seldom “move” as a
unity. There are litle centralized actvites.
The speech profle for the leader resides in the medium range. Highest as well as lowest
speaking and listening duraton pertain to other roles, not the leader.
Role-based Hierarchy. The interacton patern does not produce insights regarding diferent
behaviors of senior vs junior roles. Senior profles are largely absent from the interacton
with most face-to-face happening from Leader to PhD and from PhD to MA student directly.
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Gender diferences. There are 5 women in this team and 3 men. Mean detects of women is
considerably higher (2039) than the mean face-to-face detects for men (1445). Women
therefore are over-represented in interactons. However, mean speaking duraton for women
is 3.09 hours vs. 3.61 hours for men and mean listening duraton is 2.92 hours (women) and
1.25 (men). Although women are disproportonately partcipatng in interactons, men are
more dominant considering speaking duraton.
Summary Insights for T3
Interacton for T3 is dominated by three individuals. The interacton profle and network
statstcs mirrors correctly the selectve and rather fragmented nature of the team. The
speech profle as well as the network statstcs for the team leader does not indicate a strong
directon and unit, despite the high face-to-face detects. This sociometric data here coincides
with the general observaton regarding the rather fragmented research actvites that are
conditoned by the wider organizatonal context and teaching responsibilites. The
sociometric profles indicates highly influental individuals which furthermore underlines a
rather less cohesive group in terms of research.
Team 4 – Main Features
T4 is a pure research based team, comprising 9 members (5 women and 4 men), with mean
age being 35 years and mean team tenure being 4.19 years. The team has a relatvely
“longer” history, given that the mean tenure of senior members only is 7.29 years. During its
history, leadership changed with the previous male leader leaving and the current team
leader (woman) taking over. The legacy of its history and the trajectory of the group
conditon to a certain degree its present through the diversity of agendas, expectatons and
trajectories within the group. The necessity to secure funding for the team is the principal
concern for the leader which also places constraints on her availability to the group.
Interacton of the team leader happens predominantly with senior members and less with
the entre groupn leadership style has been described as not overtly demanding/pressing but
leaving members a large degree of autonomy which on the one hand has been perceived as
not sufciently present/accompanying on the other. Most decisions are taken through
consensus, although this vision is not necessarily shared by all members of the team.
T4 Sociometric Profle
The sociometric profle examines primarily face-to-face interacton frequencies, the
aggregated network statstcs (see Table 25 on page 123) as well as the speech profle
summarized in Annex I.
Team Collaboraton. The shared lab index is 1.0 and correctly identfy this team as a research
lab based group. The mean face-to-face interactons per member is 596 (sd=422) and the
mean proximity detects per member is 11905 (sd=6646). Although this is a research lab
team, the mean interacton detects is rather low in comparison to other teams. The mean
face-to-face detects per member and day is 119. At the same tme, the face-to-face network
statstcs suggests a diverse profle with team members partcipatng to diferent degrees in
the overall interacton. Examining the Chord Diagram, one can see that most interactons
happen among PhD students and among PhD and MA students. What is furthermore
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characteristc is a lack of interacton between Seniors and PhD / MA students as well as an
overall low partcipaton of the team leader. The 3 most prolifc team members (2 PhDs and 1
MA) are responsible for 57% of all interactons within this team of 9.
Opportunity structures for interacton match actual face-to-face interactons for most dyads,
except for Research assistants – PhDs: they have a high proximity detect which do not
translate into a similar amount of face concrete interactons.
Team Leadership. Most distnguishable feature of this team is the low partcipaton profle of
the team leader. Network statstcs based on face-to-face interactons are low with lowest
Eigencentrality and Degree scores of all team members. The leader has the second highest
Gini-C Concentraton coefcient. There is no delegaton, nor cascading. The limited
interactons of the Team Leader happen with senior positons and with PhD students, to
similar degree.
The number of synchronized body actvity paterns is 1, indicatng that the group does
seldom “move” as a unity. There are litle centralized actvites.
The group leader has a low speech profle. It has the lowest listening duraton and the
second lowest speaking duraton.
Role-based Hierarchy. Most interactons happen between PhDs and PhD+MA students. Team
Leader and Seniors are rather absent and thus litle can be said about delegaton. Most
influental positons (Eigencentrality) according to role in face-to-face network in decreasing
order of importance: Senior + PhD, MA + PhD, PhD showing influental positons across team
roles.
Gender diferences. There are 5 women in this team and 4 men. Mean face-to-face detects
of men are considerably higher (774) than for women (453). Men are over-represented
during interactons in this group. This also holds for the speech profle: mean speaking
duraton for men is 3.97 hours vs. 3.30 hours for women. Mean listening duraton is 3.99
hours for women and 4.91 for men.
Summary Insights for T4
Among the most interestng features of this team concerns the diverse sociometric profle
which is in contrast to the research lab based environment where it operates. Thus, the
overall amount of interacton detects is quite low. The network statstcs suggest a diversity
of roles which overall matches quite well the impressions obtained throughout the
interviews indicatng equally diverse individual trajectories of team members. Part of the
diversity of profles is given by the less actve sociometric profle of the team leader which
runs across the face-to-face statstcs, the overall low number of interacton detects as well
as the speech profle. There are few synchronized body actvites and the role based analysis
suggests that there is a certain separaton between senior levels and the junior roles which
also has been confrmed by the interviews. Even though this team is research lab based, the
interacton network statstcs are diverse indicatng unequal partcipaton and roles within
the group.
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Team 5 – Main Features
T5 is a pure research based group, comprising 11 members at the tme of the case studies (5
women and 6 men), with average team tenure being 0.92 years and average age 28 years.
Clearly, this is a relatvely young research group both in terms of age of its members as well
as team membership. A professional management approach has been pursued by the team
leader (man), carefully planning and fne-tuning the scientfc- but also human relatons
within the group. Leadership in terms of work responsibilites is pyramidal, with the leader
mainly interactng with senior members who collaborate with Juniors and PhDs. Decision
making for some issues is nevertheless horizontally organized. There is a clear vision of the
group as a research performing unit that is steered by the leader. The fact that the team is
also quite new and the fact that it is a pure research setng favors the design of an explicit
leadership agenda where objectves can be put into practce.
Sociometric Profle
The sociometric profle examines primarily face-to-face interacton frequencies, the
aggregated network statstcs (see Table 26 on page 124) as well as the speech profle
summarized in Annex I.
Team Collaboraton. The shared lab index for this team is 0.72 identfying it correctly as a
research lab based group. Mean face-to-face detects per member is 2322 (sd=1432) and
mean proximity detects per member is 21644 (sd=8638). Comparing with other groups, this
is a highly interactng team where the mean face-to-face detects per member and day is 464.
The sociometric profle for T5 establishes for 8 out of 11 team members identcal network
statstcs with highest Eigencentrality values (1.0) and degree scores (10), including the team
leader. Most team members therefore share uniform face-to-face network statstcs making it
impossible to single out any highly influental members. The 3 most prolifc team members
are responsible for 50% of interactons.
The collaboraton profle is pyramidal and cascades from higher roles towards more junior
positons where interacton increments in frequency for more junior roles: the team leader
interacts predominantly with Junior/Postdoc positons which in turn interact with PhDs. Most
interactons happen at the PhD and Junior level.
Comparing proximity and face-to-face profles shows that the opportunity for interacton due
to proximity detects with the leader are higher than the actual face-to-face interactons. This
means that the team leader is available but real interacton happens predominantly with
specifc roles.
Team leadership. The face-to-face network statstcs do not signal any special role for the
team leader, other than being one more member of the team as he shares highest
Eigencentrality, and Degree scores with 8 other members. Highest Shannon Entropy scores
belong to senior- and postdoc positons with the team leader scoring in the middle/high
range.
The number of synchronized body actvity events is 7. This is the highest score across all
teams. It indicates a strong unity and directon at the group level.
The speech profle indicates that the team leader has the highest absolute and mean
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speaking duraton across all team members and a medium profle for listening duraton.
Role-based Hierarchy. The interacton patern according to roles is hierarchically ordered:
the leader interactons with Postdocs/Juniors which in turn interacton with PhDs which
among themselves collaborate massively. This is a pyramidal arrangement respectng
hierarchy of roles. The frequency of interactons corresponds to this pyramidal arrangement:
most interactons happen at the PhD levels, decreasing in frequency at more senior
positons.
At the same tme, the face-to-face network statstcs indicate a uniform group profle where
most team members form part of the overall communicaton patern.
Gender diferences. This team has 5 women and 6 men. Mean face-to-face detects are 2247
for women and 2384 for men. The partcipaton between men and women in interactons is
quite balanced. Men are more dominant speakers with mean speaking duraton for women
being 2.6 hours and 3.38 hours for men. Mean listening duraton for women is 7.04 hours
and 6.28 hours for men. Most interactons do happen among mixed-gender dyads.
Summary of T5
The interviews characterize this team as horizontal where decisions are made in a consensual
manner. The face-to-face network statstcs support this fnding where 8 out of 11 members
have identcal centrality and degree scores. The uniform profle does not single out any
especially influental team members. At the same tme, work is distributed in a pyramidal
fashion where frequency of interactons cascades from the leader- to senior- to junior
positons, augmentng in intensity. The strong leadership is visible and consistent across the
diferent sociometric dimensions, including the high mean speaking and listening duraton
for the leader, the high Eigencentrality and Degree scores, as well as the especially high
centralized body actvity patern.
Team 6 – Main Features
Team 6 is a university based research team, comprising 10 members (7 men, 3 women), with
average team tenure being 2.56 years and average age 38. The team has been reorganized in
2015 with a newly appointed leader (man). Leadership has been described as partcipatory
and supportng autonomous decision making of its members. The leader has been described
as high status while being very accessible at the same tme, caring for team members and
building trustul relatons. The team integrates diferent roles and tasks that are not always
connected to each other such as laboratory work, consultancy or teaching responsibilites.
The work is also split between technicians, responsible for experimental setups, and
academic roles who build computer models for certain processes. Technicians are shared
with other teams. The overall impression is that team members are well informed regarding
their roles and work rather autonomously on their individual tasks. There are no clear
collaboraton paterns emerging among team members given the split between teaching
actvites, research- but also consultng actvites. Although there is weekly group meetng,
these are not necessarily atended by the entre group.
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Sociometric Profle
The sociometric profle examines primarily face-to-face interacton frequencies, the
aggregated network statstcs (see Table 27 on page 124) as well as the speech profle
summarized in Annex I.
Team Collaboraton. The shared lab index for this team is 0.2 correctly identfying it as a
teaching/university based environment. Mean face-to-face detects per member are 845
(sd=1032) and mean proximity detects per member is 2868 (sd=1785). The mean face-toface detects per day and team member is 169. The sociometric network statstcs for team
members is rather diverse, conditoned by 2 to 3 influental individuals. Most interacton
does happen between three individuals (Leader and two Postdocs), with the rest of the team
members being rather absent from the interacton profle. The three most prolifc team
members account for 87% of all team interacton in a group of 10.
The collaboraton profle is pyramidal in that most interactons happen between the team
leader and Postdoc positons. However, there is litle interacton among the more junior
roles. Again, the interacton profle is conditoned to a large degree by 2-3 highly influental
individuals.
Comparing proximity and face-to-face profles shows that the opportunity for interacton due
to proximity detects is much higher and varied than the real face-to-face interactons.
Indeed, one of the characteristc features of this group profle is the “intentonal” character
of the face-to-face meetngs. This group has the highest mean RSSI values across all teams,
meaning that when people come close to each other, this happens for explicit meetngs
where RSSI signals are very strong (due to the close range in which badges are). However, at
the same tme, the proximity profle also shows that PhD – Assistants as well as Postdocs –
Assistants have relatvely high proximity detects, without convertng these into real face-toface meetngs.
Team leadership. The face-to-face network statstcs does not signal a highly influental
profle for the team leader. The number of synchronized body actvity events is 2.
The leader has a low speaking proflen highest mean speaking and listening duraton has been
observed for the Assistant role.
Role-based Hierarchy. The interacton patern according to roles respects to some degree
the hierarchy based on roles: most interactons happen between Leader and Postdocs.
However, senior positons are absent from the profle. Also, interacton among junior roles is
quite scarce. Thus, the interacton profle is conditoned by three influental individuals which
happen to be Leader, Postdoc and PhD. The face-to-face network statstcs suggest the
Postdoc, Senior and PhD as most influental.
The speech profle suggests an inverted hierarchy with the Assistant role having the most
dominant positon, followed by postdoc and senior team members.
Gender diferences. This team has 7 men and 3 women. Mean face-to-face detects for
women are 404 and for men 992. Most face-to-face interactons do happen among men. The
mean speaking tme for women is 2.62 and for men 2.28 hours. Mean listening tme is 1.09
hours for women and 0.98 for men.
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Summary of T6
Team 6 is a university based research team where members work on rather separate tasks
while team members are seated in separate ofces as well. This fragmented profle is visible
in the sociometric data profle which is dominated by three individuals without providing a
clear picture that would involve all team members. Interacton is rather scarce. At the same
tme, there is no clear leadership according to the face-to-face network statstcs and speech
profle when taking into account all team members, including assistant positons. Face-toface meetngs do occur at selected tmes and places, an observaton that can be derived
from the very high mean RSSI values as well as the discrepancy between the diverse
proximity detects profle and the much more limited face-to-face detects.
Team 7
Team 7 could not be included in the comparatve analysis due to tme constraints in the
preparaton of the analysis.
Team 8
Team 8 could not be included in the comparatve analysis due to tme constraints in the
preparaton of the analysis.

Summary of Data Dialog across Case Studies
One of the central questons regarding the case studies concerns the interpretaton of the
sociometric data. The unique opportunity of the GEDII case studies lies in the combinaton of
a comparatve view across case studies with in-depth descriptons of each research group.
This is a complex task, given the overall number of case studies in combinaton of the variety
of data sources available as well as the relatve novelty of the sociometric data used. When
summarizing the fndings across the case studies one should bear in mind this complexity
involved and treat the interpretatons with cauton. Nevertheless, it seems that some general
paterns between research groups can be observed that “match” reasonably well across the
data sources.
The most consistent, basic and clear diference between research groups concerns their
organizatonal environment with pure research groups on the one hand and mixed
teaching/research based groups on the other. This diference seems to conditon
substantally the possibilites of research actvites: naturally, research groups that operate
within a university cannot dedicate 100% of their tme to research actvites. This afects to a
considerable degree the interacton patern of the research groups as observed with the
sociometric profles. In research labs, team members do work together on a more
contnuous basis conditoned by a shared space (the laboratory) as well as the shared tme.
Research groups, on the other hand, whose members have teaching responsibilites are
much more restricted when and with whom they can interactn and, this limited possibilites
to work together face-to-face is ofen exacerbated by individual ofce space in universites.
This basic diference between research centers and universites is visible on the one hand in
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the “shared lab” index which compares simple the average group size of interactons with the
team size. However, it is also visible through the uniform vs. diverse face-to-face network
statstcal profles. Research groups that operate in dedicated research centers have a much
more homogeneous profle conditoned by frequent and balanced interacton of most team
members among each other. Research groups that are located in universites on the other
hand produce much more diverse proflesn since the organizatonal environment prevents a
uniform and full interacton among all team members due to the diversity of roles, ofce
spaces and tasks, these diferences become visible as distnguished sociometric profles for
certain individual team members.
Another relatvely consistent observaton concerns leadership style. The combinaton of the
speech profle, face-to-face network statstcs and synchronized body actvites provides
three dimensions to analyze commonalites and diferences between the groups. There are
marked diferences regarding the centralized actvites (synchronized body actvity patern) as
well as the mean speaking duraton for leaders. These diferentate quite reliably between
diferent levels of “presence” of group leaders within their team. Thus, comparatvely strong
leadership could be observed in Team 5, Team 1 and Team 2 whereas leaders are rather
absent from the sociometric profle of Team 6, Team 4 and Team 3. Exemplary in this sense is
certainly the high number of synchronized actvites for T5 vs. the few synchronized actvites
of T4 being both groups located in a research center/lab which also corresponds to high vs.
low speaking duraton for the leaders. Frequent synchronized actvites suggest here a certain
team cohesion and unity ofen from “above” that establishes the team on the group level. As
such it does not necessarily say much about the actual collaboraton patern of the team:
members can interact fluently on an individual, ad-hoc basis (see for example T2). However,
providing a basis for the team to come together as a unity – no mater if this happens for
leisure actvites, shared lunch, cofee or seminars – says something about the leadership
style of each team.
By
combining
insights
regarding
the
relatve
“uniform”
nature
of
sociometric profle (e.g. T2, T5)
vs. more “diverse” and
“individualized” profles (e.g.
T6, T3, T1) with insights
regarding the centralizaton of
actvites and leadership style
suggest further lines of
comparison. Thus, Team 1 has
an overall rather individualized
profle that corresponds to a
university/teaching
based
group. At the same tme, it has
Illustraton 40: Team typology
a relatvely strong leadership
with 4 synchronized actvites
as well as high mean speaking and listening duraton for the team leader. In comparison, T4
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is a group working in a research center, with relatvely few synchronized actvites as well as
low mean speaking and listening duraton for the team leader. Altogether, both leadership as
well as the overall interacton patern opens a two-dimensional space of 4 quadrants to
diferentate teams as shown in Illustraton 40.
The team collaboraton according to roles has produced a certain variety of profles. On the
one hand, those sociometric profles where a limited number of individuals are highly
influental do not allow to say much about the overall collaboraton according to roles. The
analysis in this respect is quite constrained to the specifc roles of these highly visible
members. Thus, T3 for example shows a strong interacton between the team leader and
PhD. This is a horizontal, direct collaboraton. However, since other team roles are not visible
in the interacton profle, the observaton does not say much about the overall role based
collaboraton. On the other hand, in research teams where the partcipaton of members is
more balanced, broader interacton paterns according to roles become apparent – that can
be characterized either as pyramidal or more horizontally oriented. T5 for example shows a
pyramidal arrangement where the frequency of interactons augments from senior to junior
levels. It seems that task and responsibilites are delegated from the leader towards the
Postdocs which in turn interact more with PhDs. On the other hand, Team 2 for example has
a more horizontal arrangement: even though interacton between the team leader is limited
again to the more senior roles, all other team members interact to a similar degree with each
other. Overall, it seems that the role-based analysis of interacton can potentally provide
interestng insights regarding the hierarchy and collaboraton patern among diferent roles
within the team – as long as a balanced overall interacton profle is available (e.g. T2, T5).
Finally, the most difcult dimension to interpret commonalites and diferences across the
research teams concern gender issues. Neither the interviews nor the sociometric data did
produce a clear patern on the level of the groups. Certainly, the importance of gender for
research careers, team leadership and research collaboraton does emerge during individual
interviews. Awareness of gender issues certainly are more prominent in interviews of women
at more senior levels, ofen with children reflectng their own experiences. However,
persistent gender diferences that would characterize diferences between groups beyond
the simple mean face-to-face or proximity detects as well as speaking and listening duraton
were not apparent. A regression analysis on total proximity detects only identfed “age” as a
signifcant covariate but none of the other variables including gender. Comparing the speech
profles across all 80 partcipants did not produce statstcally signifcant diferences regarding
gender20. Neither did the body mirroring values produce signifcant diferences between
women and men across teams. The analysis of gender diferences has been furthermore
limited due to the quality of the turn-taking data, which could not be used. However, as the
following secton will show, new analytc approaches such as the Relatonal Event Modeling
might open up new perspectves for detectng gendered interacton paterns in tme-based
data.

20 However, “age” again was signifcant. See Table 19 on page 56 for diferences regarding listening duraton
and age!
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Relatonal Event Modeling
Most research on teams does not or only marginally consider the tme dimension. Although
there have been repeatedly calls to incorporate a more dynamic view in the study of small
groups, these have not been entrely successful (Arrow, McGrath, & Berdahl, 2000n Cronin,
Weingart, & Todorova, 2011n Humphrey & Aime, 2014n Roe, Gockel, & Meyer, 2012). The
classical “Input-Process-Output” (I-P-O) model has informed much research on teams,
focusing on how certain “Inputs” produce desired “Outputs” while black-boxing largely the
dynamic “Process” in the middle (Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005n Kozlowski,
2015). There is agreement that the I-P-O model “fails to capture the emerging consensus
about teams as complex adaptve systems.” (Ilgen et al, 2005, p.419).
Leenders, Contractor, & DeChurch (2016) summarize 4 challenges that hamper the
incorporaton of a dynamic, tme-based view in the study of small groups. The frst challenge
assumes falsely a “homogeneity over tme” where team events are aggregated into a single,
statc slice stpulatng that input-output relatons are tme-invariant. This temporal “collapse”
is unfortunate since it eliminates the analysis of path dependency, erroneously assuming that
the order of events does not mater. A second challenge concerns the assumed homogeneity
across team members and their interactons. Without being able to monitor interactons
within the team over tme, existng approaches assume that the behavior of individuals is
constant as if they could not fluctuate in their intentons, opinions or goals over tme.
However, interacton dynamics across dyads do vary and afect in turn the overall interacton
profle at the team level. A third challenge assumes that part of these previous problems can
be resolved by aggregatng repeated, “statc” measurements in an atempt to approximate
team dynamics. However, studying team processes as a limited series of snapshots fails to
address genuine tme-based issues regarding duraton, feedback loops, or temporal scales.
Research needs to address “contnuous tme”, since multple discrete tme points are seldom
reflectve of “actual temporal processes”. And fnally, the fourth challenge concerns a lack of
tme-based theory and thinking that prevents researchers from formulatng process-based
hypothesis. Seldom does research inquire path dependencies, the “pace, trajectories, and
cyclicality” of interactons in teams: “Many of our hypotheses of team processes (typically:
‘‘teams higher on X are also higher on Y’’) are statc in formulaton—they do not explicitly
describe temporal relatons between variables nor do they call for longitudinal data to test
them.” (ibid. p.96).
There are pragmatc reasons why a truly temporal approach to the study of team processes is
relatvely infrequent: collectng tme based data is not only very resource intensive but also
potentally very taxing on research partcipants. Recent technological developments such as
Sociometric Badges, however, address some of these challenges. With the availability of
sensor based technologies such as RFID Beacons, Bluetooth- or infrared sensors, real-tme
monitoring of interacton among people in groups has become feasible at a relatvely low
cost.21
21 The new technologies are of course not limited to research but actvely deployed already in consumer and
marketng research. See for example htps://kontakt.io/ or htps://www.mocaplatorm.com/ or
htps://www.polestar.eu/
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Concurrent to these technical developments new statstcal approaches have become
available to analyze social sequences (Cornwell, 2015) and temporal processes that go
beyond the aggregaton of statc tme slices. “Relatonal Event Models” (REM) in partcular
shif the unit of analysis from individuals to “interactons” that occur at a specifc points in
tme between one or more members of a partcular group. The term has originated in the
social networks literature, specifcally in the work of Carter T. Buts (Buts, 2008n Buts &
Marcum, 2017n DuBois, Buts, McFarland, & Smyth, 2013n Marcum & Buts, 2015).22 The
innovatve element of the REM is the fact that exchanges between senders/receivers are
modeled as a sequence of tme-stamped events where the unfolding of these events are
both conditoned endogenously (prior events) and exogenously that is, by the wider
environment. The most simple example of a relatonal event would just involve the sending
of a message from Ego to Alter at a certain point in tme. Endogenous efects take into
account how the amount of past interactons between these two individuals conditon future
interactons. For example, “inerta” is a typical endogenous efect that assumes that the
future rate of communicaton between two individuals depends upon their frequency of
communicaton in the pastn friends that are used to talk a lot will do so in the future.
However, the unfolding of an event sequence is not only conditoned by path dependent
internal events but also externalites such as for example the “absence” of a team member.
Friends break up. The REM provides a mechanism to take into consideraton both
endogenous as well as exogenous events in order to predict the occurrence of future events.
Thus, as Schecter & Contractor (2017, p. 224) maintain, a REM captures “in a single model
the influences of individual, dyadic, triadic, and group-level characteristc on the dynamic
unfolding of collaboraton processes.” As a result, the previous drawbacks regarding the
assumpton of homogeneity, both among team members and over tme, in the study of small
groups can be adequately addressed.
Buts (2008) as well as Marcum & Buts, (2015) provide the basic modeling framework and R
packages to work with the Relatonal Event Model. Although several papers exist that make
use of REMs across a variety of topics, overall the available references are rather limited.
Buts & Marcum (2017) provide a step-by-step introducton to REM with two diferent type
of datasetsn Vu, Patson, & Robins (2015) study MOOCs, while Tranmer et al.
(2015) demonstrate the general power of REMs for studing animal behavior sequences.
 Quintane et al. (2014) study Relatonal Events in an Open Source Sofware project, extending
the original model to two-mode networks. And Pilny et al. (2016) and Schecter et al.
(2017) provide two further examples of a REM analysis in the context of military
communicaton setngs. However, given the ten year tme period since the original work on
the REM has been published by Buts in 2008, these are very few studies.
Somewhat surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge, the REM has not be used with
sociometric data directly. Pentland's et al. (2017) call for “acton-centric research” contrasts
all the more with the missing publicatons that would apply Relatonal Event Modeling with
sociometric data. Most research analyses the network data using a statc approach,
aggregatng the overall tmestamped interactons into a-temporal snapshots of the entre
network (Gloor et al., 2011, 2012n Onnela et al., 2014n Tripathi & Burleson, 2012n Wu, Waber,
22 Recent develops include also the Dynamic Network Actor Model (DyNAM) by Stadteld, Hollway, & Block
(2017).
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Aral, Brynjolfsson, & Pentland, 2008). Other research looks at temporal efects of (social)
networks (Starnini et al., 2017n Ubaldi, Vezzani, Karsai, Perra, & Burioni, 2017) but do not
necessarily use sociometric badges or focus on a specifc social science research queston. As
mentoned, the emerging literature regarding sociometric sensors – including this report are rather busy validatng the diferent measurements available. Despite the scarcity of
publicatons combining REMs and sociometric data, the following paragraphs present
nevertheless a frst approximaton. Given the overall state of the art, this has to remain
currently on a rather exploratory level. Too many questons could not be addressed within
the tming and workload of the GEDII project. Nevertheless, we hope to provide fruitul frst
steps towards a more dynamic approach to studying group processes using sociometric faceto-face interacton networks and REM.
Methods and Data Preparaton
According to Buts & Macrum (2017), the most important assumpton of the REM is that
events in tme are well ordered. Sociometric data – both proximity as well as face-to-face
interactons – are tmestamped. They are thus well-ordered down to the microsecond-level.
The way sociometric data is recorded also implies that actons are directed from A to B. Thus,
on a purely formal level, sociometric interacton data fulflls the basic assumptons of the
REM: a well ordered sequence of interacton events among dyads. However, some
simplifying assumptons should nevertheless be mentoned.
First, although the sociometric badges record the directon of acton, to a certain point this is
arbitrary. If two persons face each other, which badge detects frst the other (determining
the directon of the interacton) depends on the angle in which badges are placed to each
other but also the scanning frequency of each badge. Even though the badges might detect
that A is the “target” of the interacton and B the “source”, these does not necessarily mirror
who initates and subsequently responds to an interacton. Other studies that work for
example with radio communicaton do not have this problem since each “call” has an
unequivocal directon from the caller to the receptor (see Buts & Macrum's 2017 World
Trade Disaster example).
Second, even though the event series of sociometric badges is well ordered, the ordering is
to a large degree arbitrary. During a typical interacton sequence, face-to-face detects will be
registered one afer the other, even though this does not necessarily imply a specifc turntaking sequence where previous events conditon future events. Rather, the mutual
detecton seems to be conditoned by the technical capabilites and confguraton of the
badges than conversatonal dynamics and turn-taking.
Both of these issues – the somewhat artfcial directonality and sequencing of events – can
be accounted for by the REM, specifying in some instances the adequate model parameters.
However, there are also several interestng modeling approaches ofered by the REM for
analyzing conversatonal shifs and turn-taking in partcular which are not part of this inital
analysis. A more thorough investgaton is necessary to which degree the speech profles,
rather than the interacton sequences – would be suitable to analysis conversatonal turntaking.
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The REM model provides standard procedures for working with dyad based events that
involve exchanges between two enttes. This fts perfectly the required approach of the
sociometric interacton data. However, the REM also provides for a more broader framework
to model any sequences of events of any type. Model specifcaton however comes more
demanding for this second case – a research line to be explored in the future.
Finally, the REM distnguished between events that are simply ordered in tme (ordinal) and
event sequences that contain informaton on the precise tming of events (interval data).
Since sociometric interacton data is tmestamped, the “ordinal” parameter for the modeling
was set to FALSE.
Overall, two REM models have been fted to each of the 8 research teams using the face-toface interacton data over the entre 5 days. External constraints such as for example nighttme or absence of badges during certain days are ignored. The REM allows for event
histories where only the order of event is known (“ordinal tme”) and event sequences with
exact tming (“exact”, “interval tme”). Sociometric data provide “exact” tming.
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A Simple Model with Gender
A frst simple Relatonal Event Model is fted to the face-to-face interacton data of each team using just one covariate namely “gender”. The
reference category is set to “woman=TRUE”. As such, the model gives insights regarding the importance of gender as a variable for predictng
interacton events. As can be seen from the following table, the efects of gender on this very basic level mirrors the relatve partcipaton of women
and men in interactons. On an intuitve level, the REM picks up on the relatve mean detects for women in relaton to men: if women are overrepresented, the efect is positve (T1, T3, T7 for example) and if women are underrepresented, the efects are negatve (T2, T4, or T6). This can be
easily seen by comparing the REM efects with the illustratons regarding the relatve mean detects in the right column.
The more precise interpretaton of the REM efects according to Buts & Marcum (2017) stpulates that efect estmates provide insights regarding the
chances a certain event will happen given all other parameters specifed in the model. The hazard (or relatve rate) is calculated by taking the
exponental functon of the estmate: in Team 1, the estmate for “woman” is 0.28, which yields a hazard of e0.28 = 1.37. If a given event involves a
women, then the next event is 1.37 tmes more likely to involve at least one women. Or, more precisely, events that involve a woman-man dyad have
1.37 tmes the hazard than events of man-man only. Team 2 on the other hand has a negatve estmate of -0.34. Since gender is used as a binary
variable in this case, changing the reference category to “man=TRUE” switches the sign of the estmate to 0.34 which yields a hazard of e 0.34=1.41.
Thus, the propensity of events involving woman-man dyad is 1.41 tmes higher than events involving woman-woman dyads only for Team 2.

Team
T1

Relatonal Event Model

Mean Interacton Detects by Gender

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err
Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.741105 0.023558 -201.2539 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
0.283008 0.040371
7.0102 2.38e-12 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 30301.53 on 1482 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 30252.53 on 1481 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 48.99921 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value
2.560618e-12
AIC: 30256.53 AICC: 30256.54 BIC: 30267.13
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T2

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.027908 0.013966 -288.413 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.345761 0.019721 -17.533 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 120502.4 on 6331 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 120202.5 on 6330 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 299.9104 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 120206.5 AICC: 120206.5 BIC: 120220

T3

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.385507 0.019940 -219.934 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
0.274243 0.024645
11.127 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 98446.74 on 5255 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 98319.01 on 5254 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 127.7336 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 98323.01 AICC: 98323.01 BIC: 98336.14

T4

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.301012 0.015779 -272.573 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.612523 0.029529 -20.743 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 54677.47 on 2680 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 54241.58 on 2679 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 435.8863 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 54245.58 AICC: 54245.59 BIC: 54257.37
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T5

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err
Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.0034283 0.0073301 -546.1593 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.0654767 0.0132827
-4.9295 8.245e-07 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 231512.8 on 12769 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 231488.5 on 12768 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 24.34831 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value
8.039727e-07
AIC: 231492.5 AICC: 231492.5 BIC: 231507.4

T6

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.315055 0.011253 -383.445 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.915502 0.043097 -21.243 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 51895.18 on 2603 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 51357.25 on 2602 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 537.9326 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 51361.25 AICC: 51361.25 BIC: 51372.98

T7

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.744124 0.006813 -696.336 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
0.367410 0.011841
31.027 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 319885.6 on 15718 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 318933.2 on 15717 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 952.4465 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 318937.2 AICC: 318937.2 BIC: 318952.5
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T8

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.777758 0.017870 -267.367 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-1.336872 0.082398 -16.225 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 20805.88 on 947 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 20449.37 on 946 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 356.51 on 1 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 20453.37 AICC: 20453.39 BIC: 20463.08
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A More Complex Model: Recency, Inerta, Degree, Gender
The following tables presents a more complex Relatonal Event Model, now incorporatng
“Recency”, “Inerta”, and “Degree” efects in additon to the covariate of “gender”. These and
other endogenous efects are available with the REM model in order to account for genuine
tme-based paterns within the observed data.
“NTDegSnd” and “NTDegRec” estmates how the overall normalized degree of a given node
afects its future sending rate or its future receiving rate respectvely. Intuitvely this efect
captures how the “popularity” of a given node afects its sending/receiving, where
“popularity” is defned as the overall number of interacton partners a given team member
has within the network. The “NTDegSnd” efect indicates literally the degree to which a well
connected node is more likely to form part of future interactons. “NTDegRec” on the other
hand indicates how the normalized total degree of a badge afects its future receiving rate: to
which degree is a “preferental atachment” responsible for future rates of interacton.
“Degree” efects cannot be modeled without taking into account the directon of interactons
as “sending” or “receiving”. However, the following tables only reports the estmates for
“sending” even though several models incorporatng both efects have been tested with the
overall fnding that the size of the efect is similar but inverted in directon.
“RRecSnd” and “RsndSnd” indicate both “recency” efects that estmate how the rate of a
relatonal event occurring at a given tme from A to B, is positvely afected by the volume of
prior instances of a relatonal event from B to A. “RRecSnd” signals how the recency of
receipt of actons from B afects A's future rate of sending to B. “RSndSnd” on the other hand
indicates how the recency of sending to B afects A future rate of sending to B. One can
expect that receny efects with sociometric badges are quite strong, since face-to-face
detects between badges happen with a certain frequency. Detects not only indicate that two
badges are interactng with each other but are conditoned by the technical setup and
confguraton of the badges – which scan for each other every 25 seconds. Recency efects
should be strong across all teams and not vary too much since they do happen
independently of the actual sociometric interacton profle of each team. If they do vary, then
this indicates their relatve importance in relaton to all other efect-types incorporated in the
model.
“FrSndSnd” and “FrRecSnd” are two “inerta” efects, which capture routnizaton/habitaton
of interacton. Leenders et al. defne inerta as "the rate of a relatonal event occuring at any
given tme from one team member, A, to another member, B, increases with the volumne of
the prior instances of a relaton event from A to B." (Leenders et al. 2016, p.99). “FrPSndSnd”
thereby indicates how the fracton of A's past actons directed to B afects A's future rate of
sending to B. And “FrRecSnd” indicates how the Fracton of A's past receipt of actons from B
afects A's future rate of sending to B. Again, the directon of events cannot be ignored with
“inerta” based events.
Given these tme-based events, the following tables illustrate how Degree, Recency and
Inerta afect the relatve hazard of events in relaton to the covariate gender (with
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“women=TRUE” again set as reference category). As can be seen, the tme-based efects are
much stronger than the covariate of gender in all cases. And, they considerably afect the
sign and size of the estmates for gender.
Considering Team 1, the hazard that sociometric badges detect the exact same event as the
previous one (recency) is multplied by e5.79 = 327. This makes sense since the detecton of
events is conditoned by the technical confguraton of badges which scan for other badges at
determined tme intervals. Thus, when team members are in a face-to-face situaton, the
badges will detect each other in a series of closely paced events. Even stronger is the hazard
regarding the total degree of a node which produces a 437 (e6.08) fold increase23.
What is clearly visible is the overall afect of these tme-based estmates on the covariate of
gender. Except for Team 2 (and Team 1 which is 0), women have now across all research
teams a decreasing propensity to be part of interacton events. All efects are negatve, or, to
state it the other way round: men are more likely to be part of interacton events taking into
consideraton the efects of Degree, Inerta and Recency. Thus, the model provides
interestng insights regarding the relatve importance of gender in tme-based interacton
dynamics, separatng the temporal patern of interacton from atribute variables such as
gender.

T1

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
6.08978328 0.19409860 31.3747
<2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 1.57640941 0.07914538 19.9179
<2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
5.79622089 0.17244968 33.6111
<2e-16 ***
Intercept -7.59359034 0.09335416 -81.3417
<2e-16 ***
Woman
0.00013238 0.03782088
0.0035
0.9972
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 30301.53 on 1482 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 24758.15 on 1478 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 5543.382 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 24768.15 AICC: 24768.19 BIC: 24794.65

T2

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err
Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
6.500331 0.163363
39.7908 < 2.2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 0.431692 0.046635
9.2568 < 2.2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
6.373492 0.077102
82.6636 < 2.2e-16 ***
Intercept -6.959122 0.044038 -158.0253 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
0.190216 0.020078
9.4737 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 120502.4 on 6331 degrees of freedom

23 The precise interpretaton of this increase is not clear: does this 437 increase depend upon each increment
of degree from 1 to the maxium degree possible in the given network?
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Residual deviance: 94439.54 on 6327 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 26062.83 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic p-value 0
AIC: 94449.54 AICC: 94449.55 BIC: 94483.31

T3

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
4.578619 0.092395 49.555 < 2.2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 4.170700 0.053234 78.346 < 2.2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
8.939699 0.194074 46.063 < 2.2e-16 ***
Intercept -8.261549 0.098029 -84.277 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-1.610204 0.025764 -62.497 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 98446.74 on 5255 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 69014.79 on 5251 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 29431.95 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic pvalue 0
AIC: 69024.79 AICC: 69024.81 BIC: 69057.63

T4

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err
Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
7.389114 0.210854
35.0438 < 2.2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 1.835531 0.072915
25.1735 < 2.2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
5.242027 0.100535
52.1412 < 2.2e-16 ***
Intercept -6.972734 0.055659 -125.2750 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.262735 0.035962
-7.3058 2.756e-13 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 54677.47 on 2680 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 44497.44 on 2676 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 10180.03 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic pvalue 0
AIC: 44507.44 AICC: 44507.46 BIC: 44536.91

T5

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd 11.002986 0.126391
87.055 < 2.2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 2.204847 0.032102
68.682 < 2.2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
6.369519 0.058002 109.815 < 2.2e-16 ***
Intercept -6.837261 0.028891 -236.659 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.377968 0.012244 -30.869 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 231512.8 on 12769 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 172298.5 on 12765 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 59214.37 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic pvalue 0
AIC: 172308.5 AICC: 172308.5 BIC: 172345.7

T6

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
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Estimate
Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
8.199855 0.141940 57.770 < 2.2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 2.423550 0.062414 38.830 < 2.2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
8.492535 0.252750 33.600 < 2.2e-16 ***
Intercept -9.256722 0.133424 -69.378 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.545678 0.039688 -13.749 < 2.2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 51895.18 on 2603 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 36861.52 on 2599 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 15033.66 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic pvalue 0
AIC: 36871.52 AICC: 36871.54 BIC: 36900.84

T7

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate
Std.Err
Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
9.527234 0.079342 120.0786 < 2.2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd 3.566632 0.026443 134.8789 < 2.2e-16 ***
RSndSnd
5.809057 0.049789 116.6730 < 2.2e-16 ***
Intercept -7.653928 0.027177 -281.6280 < 2.2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.058731 0.014547
-4.0374 5.405e-05 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 319885.6 on 15718 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 219766.7 on 15714 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 100118.9 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic pvalue 0
AIC: 219776.7 AICC: 219776.7 BIC: 219815.1

T8

Relational Event Model (Temporal Likelihood)
Estimate Std.Err Z value Pr(>|z|)
NTDegSnd
5.78776 0.38112 15.1864 < 2e-16 ***
FrPSndSnd -0.24303 0.11722 -2.0733 0.03814 *
RSndSnd
5.76342 0.19243 29.9502 < 2e-16 ***
Intercept -7.31096 0.10324 -70.8172 < 2e-16 ***
Woman
-0.19470 0.10525 -1.8498 0.06434 .
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Null deviance: 20805.88 on 947 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 17253.86 on 943 degrees of freedom
Chi-square: 3552.028 on 4 degrees of freedom, asymptotic pvalue 0
AIC: 17263.86 AICC: 17263.92 BIC: 17288.12

Selectng Models
The comparatve approach across several case studies is not the standard way to use the
REM. Rather, the “normal” analytcal process foresees to construct a complex model for each
case that explains as much of the variance as possible. Model selecton is based upon the
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reducton of the Bayesian Informaton Criterion (BIC) from simpler to more complex models.
The following table demonstrates how the introducton of endogenous efects as well as
covariates produces an increasingly beter ftng model. Model ftng is applied to one
partcular case study, namely T1.

Model 1

Model 2

Estmate Std.Err

p

Estmate Std.Err

Model 3
p

Estmate

Std.Err

p

(Intercept)

-4.8953

0.0280 < .000

-7.4262

0.0964

< .000

-8.2341

0.1018

< .000

Gender (Woman)

0.0649

0.0447

-0.0548

0.0472

< .245

-0.2977

0.0554

< .000

PhD

0.5235

0.0445 < .000

0.6206

0.0486

< .000

0.2250

0.0557

< .000

RRecSnd

2.2933

0.1218

< .000

2.1520

0.1215

< .000

RSndSnd

5.0325

0.1843

< .000

5.4312

0.1909

< .000

NTDegSnd

4.7915

0.1729

< .000

NTDegRec

4.4464

0.1890

< .000

Null deviance
Residual deviance
AIC / AICC / BIC

.146

30301.53 on 1482 df

30301.53 on 1482 df

30301.53 on 1482 df

30252.53 on 1481

24693.22 on 1478 df

23958.31 on 1476 df

AIC: 30256.53 AICC:
30256.54 BIC: 30267.13

AIC: 24703.22 AICC:
24703.26 BIC: 24729.73

AIC: 23972.31 AICC: 23972.39
BIC: 24009.42

Tabla 21: REM Model Selecton

Consultng Table 22 on page 122 and ANNEX II – Selected Graphs / Charts on page 106
provides insights on the basic characteristcs of Team 1. Model one uses two covariates
Gender and PhD since one of the most influental team members is a PhD candidate. It is
plausible to assume that the PhD role could have a strong efect. This member is also a
woman. As the model shows, the efects are quite small. Gender (with reference category
“woman”) is not signifcant and the BIC is only marginally reduced. Model 2 ads recency
efects since we can assume that exchanges between badges happen in a fast-paced manner
given the technical scanning intervals. As can be seen, efect sizes is considerable and the
second model is clearly preferred over the frst according to the reducton in the BIC score. In
a third model, “preferental atachment” efects are introduced, i.e. the propensity of actors
to communicate with well connected others. Since T1 has a highly centralized interacton
network where few individuals are responsible for most of the communicaton, this seems to
be a plausible assumpton. As can be seen, the normalized total degree for both sending as
well as receiving interactons is strong, although the BIC does not indicate a much improved
model ft. However, under model 3 Gender produces again a signifcant efect: considering all
parameters of the given model, men are less likely to partcipate in interactons. The third
model yields a deviance reducton from the null model at approx. 21%. The exploratons
could contnue with further covariates to produce a best ftng model.
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Summary and Concluding Remarks
This fnal secton aims to synthesize the central fndings of this report and hence the overall
work carried out during work package 2 of the GEDII project. This is certainly not an easy
task, given the complexity and wealth of data generated in the course of the case studies
with 8 research teams. The exploratory incursions into the sociometric data proved
extremely challenging and tme consuming given the diferent types of non-standard data
(interacton, audio and body actvity). The fact that a shared research- and data reportng
protocol does currently not exist for sociometric badges reduces the possibilites to draw
upon similar projects by other researchers. Thus, the challenges for carrying out this research
can also be taken as an overall indicator of its innovatve character. New ground has been
covered including basic consideraton of feld logistcs using badges, data pre-processing and
reliability as well as the qualitatve and quanttatve analysis of the produced data. The
following points thus summarize the main contributons and insights.
Reliability of Sociometric Data
As described in great detail, we have put considerable efort in validatng the data produced
by sociometric badges, following similar eforts of other researchers (Chafn et al., 2015n
Kayhan et al., 2018). The measurement of Bluetooth based proximity and infrared based
face-to-face interacton is highly variable and not necessarily to be identfed with a “social
interacton”. The RSSI signal strength of proximity detects is both indicatve of the distance
between badges as well as their angle towards each other, a fnding that has so far not been
reported in the literature. The microphone and its derived measures has to be used with
great cauton. Whereas the measurement of speaking tme is not precise but relatvely
consistent in terms of the error rate, the subsequent calculaton of turn-taking is uterly
wrong. As demonstrated, turn-taking measurements do not match at all the experimental
scripted situaton, let alone measurements generated from an open feld setng. This is
certainly a mayor disappointment regarding the capabilites of the sociometric badges given
the importance of turn-taking for gendered group dynamics. Finally, no special testng was
performed using the accelerometers of the badges. Kayan et al. (2008) provide some insights
in this regard. Contrary to Kayan et al. (2008), however, problems with the synchronicity of
the badges internal clock did not occur during our work, neither in the experimental setngs
nor the synchronicity of the body actvity paterns.
Comparatve / Qualitatve Insights across 8 Research Teams
To the best of our knowledge, the current research is the frst of its kinds providing an indepth view across 8 research teams using sociometric badges. This provides the opportunity
to analyze commonalites and diferences across the sociometric profles of each team. As
has been argued, research groups exhibit a reliable, global patern regarding their
collaboraton patern as well as more or less centralized steering through the leader. The
interacton- as well as speech profles establish interestng dimensions for cross-team
comparison that seem to capture reasonably well diferences among the team as derived
from the interviews. However, there is no clear gender patern across the partcipatng
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teams. Although diferences do exist in terms of the mean partcipaton of women and men
in interactons or in terms of speaking tme, there is not a global, transversal trend across all
groups where women (or men) would consistently be under- or over-represented. This holds
for both, the interview data as well as the sociometric data. Of course, the case studies did
not aim for producing statements that could be generalizable to a wider populaton of
research groups. It might well be that a gendered patern does emerge with a higher number
of groups partcipatngn the possibilites are certainly given by the fact that interacton as well
as speech profles capture diferences between women and men.
Relatonal Event Model
Among the excitng new developments coming out of this work are the possibilites to
analyze tme-based data. As argued, this is an incipient feld of research where sociometric
data despite it inherently tme-stamped “nature” is stll absent. Thus, the present work opens
up promising new ground not only to explore team dynamics in contnuous tme but also to
do so with an explicit interest in gender aspects. Two basic models have been presented with
already demonstrate some interestng fndings, that is, relatve changes of the importance of
gender when considering endogenous efects of event sequences. However, a note of
cauton seems in place given the fact that expertse regarding REM is not widespread in the
academic feld. Thus the interpretaton presented in the previous pages is temporary at best
and rather a proof of concept that has to be developed in future analysis and work.
Building upon the tme-based analysis of interacton sequences but also conversatonal turntaking with REMs ofers promising avenues of future research. One possibility should be
briefly mentoned in closing: the “relevent” R package includes efects for modeling
conversatonal turn-taking24. Assuming that the precision of data collecton has been
resolved, this is especially interestng for assessing the efects of gender status on turn-taking
in the context of expectaton states theory (Ridgeway, 1992n Ridgeway & Smith-Lovin, 1999).
As Gibson (2003) argues, turn-taking is not only influenced by status but also conversatonal
rules. That is, when people partcipate in conversatons is not only determined by diferences
in status but by conversatonal norms, so-called “partcipaton-shifs”. Expectaton states
theory has no formal way to diferentate between these two. “A consequence is that the
efects hypothesized by expectaton states researchers may sometmes be confounded, at
least over short periods, and perhaps over longer ones as well. If, for instance, a high-status
individual is expected to speak frequently, he or she may not be able to do so over some
interval if the turn-taking rules prevent it – say, by fueling a sustained dyadic exchange
involving two other individuals” (Gibson, 2003, p. 1339). A more thorough examinaton of
the relatve importance of status vs. conversatonal norms for speaker dominance is within
reach and certainly an excitng opportunity given the Relatonal Event Modeling framework
with its default incorporaton of Gibson's p-shifs model.
Gender and “Honest” Signals
Part of the atracton of using sociometric badges in research is the potental “access” to
24 Altogether 13 conversatonal shifs can be modeled, including simple turn receiving or turn-interruptons
according to the model provided by Gibson (2003).
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“honest” signals, i.e. a level of non-verbal communicaton that although- or rather because it
happens in a semi-automatc fashion heavily influences the process and outcomes of human
interacton. As already mentoned during the introducton as well as D1.1. Conceptual
Framework, previous gender research has documented consistently gender diferences –
ofen ted to power and status diferentals – in non-verbal communicaton. Using
sociometric badges appears as especially promising since it could provide access to these
hard-to detect, implicit bias which conditons behavior during interactons.
So far, the evidence regarding gender diferences of “honest” signals is scarce at best. As
mentoned, members of the original Sociometric development team at MIT and later on
Humanyze have published short online pieces at Bloomberg and HBR specifcally addressing
gender issues (Turban et al., 2017n Waber, 2014). The general tenor of this non-scientfc
artcles is, that no gender diferences could be detected in the sociometric data – suggestng
that women and men do not behave diferently and that factual diferences in outcome (e.g
slower careers) are in the “eye of the beholder”. In short: because similar behavior is
interpreted diferently according to the existng stereotypes of what consttutes adequate
female or male behavior, inequalites do exist. Although there is nothing wrong with this
insight – which has its parallels in other research on the importance of perceptons regarding
gender diferences and similarites 25 – the overall afrmaton regarding the non-existence of
gender diferences in sociometric profles should be treated with great cauton. In fact, if
some dimensions of the sociometric data is as unreliable as described in this report, the
absence of any clear patern should not be surprising. This concerns especially turn-taking
paterns! The absence of any clear behavioral gender patern could as well be the product of
imprecise measurements rather than a reflecton of reality.
There is certainly a need to conduct more tghtly controlled experiments with sociometric
badges in order to get a beter grasp of the reliability of its measurements especially
regarding body mirroring and actvity. As described, on a very basic level of analysis no
gender diferences could be found for body mirroring values. This is in contrast to the
literature on “social sensitvity” which suggests gender and sex diferences in this regard
(Derntl et al., 2010n Donges, Kerstng, & Suslow, 2012n Grant & Berry, 2011n Koenig & Eagly,
2005n Schulte-Rüther, Markowitsch, Shah, Fink, & Piefe, 2008n Woolley et al., 2010).
Exploring further the possibilites of sociometric badges for “social sensitvity”
measurements would be a plausible next task.
Future Lines of Analysis
A fnal challenge concerns the limits of standard social sciences methods for analyzing the
volume and type of data generated by sociometric badges. Standard statstcal methods such
as regression modeling are not suited for taking advantage of the richness of this type of
data. In this context, Machine Learning approaches such as Support Vector Machines or
Neural Networks could be explored in their utlity to classify correctly types of (speech)
behavior. Within the limits of the current project, this was not possible. However, existng
frst inroads in using machine learning for improving speech profles including turn-taking are
25 A good example in this respect is an artcle published by Leslie et al. (2015) on the “expectatons of
brilliance” that explain the under-representaton of women in certain STEM subject areas.
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encouraging (Kayhan et al., 2018, p. 65). While these machine learning classifers were
trained on a data set produced by a controlled experimental setng, further work is
necessary to assess how these models would improve the accuracy of speech- and turntaking analysis based on other datasets collected in open feld setngs.
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ANNEX I – Comparatve Case Study Table
Leadership
T1

Speech: highest speaking, highest listening
Body movement: 4 synchronized actvites.

Team Collaboraton
Diverse profle. Eigen sd: .25 Degree sd:
1.46

3 influental individuals with similar high
F2F-Stats: Eigen, Degree, Shannon together with
Eigen, Degree + Shannon network
2 others.
statstcs.
Interviews: dual leadership.
Shared lab: .25
Mean F2F: 427

Role based Hierarchy
Highest F2F- Eigen: Senior, PhD, Leader
Speaking: Leader, Senior, PhD
Horizontal interacton across roles, largely
conditoned by three influental members.

Gender Diferences
Mean F2F: 481 (women), 385
(men)
Mean speaking: 2.98
(women), 2.18 (men)
Mean listening: 1.67
(women), 0.74 (men)
Mean G. Stereotype: 2.036

T2

Speech: highest speaking, lowest listening
Body movement: 3 synchronized actvites.
F2F-Stats: Eigen (.92), Degree (8), High Shannon
together with 7 others.
Interviews: Partcipatory / caring leadership

Uniform profle. Eigen sd: .09 Degree sd:
1.05

Highest F2F-Eigen: Senior + Postdoc + PhD + Mean F2F: 1585 (women),
PhD, Leader, Senior, PhD.
2085 (men)

Shared high Eigen, Degree + Shannon
network statstcs for 7 out of 10
members, including leader.

Speaking: Leader, Senior, PhD, Postdoc

Shared lab: .9

Horizontal among Senior, Postdoc, PhD.
Leader limited to Senior + Postdocs.

Mean F2F: 1735

Mean speaking: 3.4 (women),
1.4 (men)
Mean listening: 4.43
(women), 4.37 (men)
Mean G. Stereotype: 3.000

T3

Speech: medium speaking, medium listening
Body movement: 2 synchronized actvites.
F2F-Stats: Eigen (.88), Degree (5). Low Shannon.
Interviews: Constrained leadership.

Diverse profle. Eigen sd: 0.32. Degree sd:
1.90

Highest F2F-Eigen: Postdoc + PhD, Leader +
Senior.

3 influental individuals with similar high Speaking: Admin, Postdoc, Leader
Eigen, Degree. Most interactons between
Individualized between Leader + PhDn PhD +
Leader + PhD and PhD + MA.
MA. Other roles absent.
Shared lab: .25
Mean F2F: 1870

Mean F2F: 2040 (women),
1446 (men)
Mean speaking: 3.09
(women), 3.61 (men)
Mean listening: 2.92
(women), 125 (men)
Mean G. Stereotype: 2.844
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Leadership
T4

Speech: Low speaking and listening duraton
Body movement: 1 synchronized actvity.

Team Collaboraton
Diverse profle. Eigen sd: 0.17. Degree sd:
1.58 for PhD/MA.

Most frequent: PhD+PhD, PhD + MA.
F2F-Stats: Eigen (.55), Degree (4). Second highest
Gini-C concentraton
Shared lab: 1.0 Mean F2F: 569
Interviews: Legacy leadership. Absence of leader.

Role based Hierarchy

Gender Diferences

Highest F2F-Eigen: Senior + PhD, MA + PhD, Mean F2F: 453 (women), 774
PhD.
(men)
Speaking: MA, PhD, Senior
Delegaton from Leader to Senior, but also
Leader to PhD and Senior to PhD. No
further cascading.

Mean speaking: 3.3 (women),
3.97 (men)
Mean listening: 3.99
(women), 4.91 (men)
Mean G. Stereotype: 2.50

T5

Speech: Highest speakingn Medium listening.
Body movement: 7 synchronized actvites.
F2F-Stats: Eigen (1), Degree (10). High Shannon.
Interviews: Professional leadershipn strong
steering.

Uniform profle: Eigen sd: .05. Degree sd:
0.67

Highest F2F-Eigen: 8 equally highest across
all roles.

Mean F2F: 2247 (women),
2384 (men)

Most frequent: PhD+PhD, PhD+Postdoc.

Speaking: Leader, Postdoc, PhD.

Shared lab: .72

Mean speaking: 2.6 (women),
3.38 (men)

Pyramidal, cascading delegaton: from
leader to Postdocs to PhDs/MAs. Consistent Mean listening: 7.04 (women)
in directon and frequency.
6.28 (men)

Mean F2F: 2322

Mean G. Stereotype: 2.675

T6

Speech: Lowest speaking, Medium Listening.
Body movement: 1 synchronized actvites.
F2F-Stats: Eigen (.42), Degree (3). Lowest
Shannon.
Interviews: Engaged, transformatonal
leadership.

Diverse profles: Eigen sd: 0.35 Degree sd: Highest F2F-Eigen: Postdoc, Senior, PhD
1.61
Speaking: Assistant, Postdoc, Senior
Most frequent: Postdoc + Leader, Postdoc
Individualized: Postdoc + Leader. No
+ Postdoc.
delegaton.
Shared lab: .2
Mean F2F: 845

Mean F2F: 404 (women), 992
(men).
Mean speaking: 2.62
(women), 2.28 (men)
Mean listening: 1.09
(women), 0.98 (men)
Mean G. Stereotype: 3.031
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Leadership
T7

Speech: Low speaking, Medium Listening
Body movement: 5 / 2 synchronized actvites
F2F-Stats: Eigen (.97), Degree (9), High Shannon
(1.25 vs. max: 1.53)
Interviews:

Team Collaboraton

Role based Hierarchy

Gender Diferences

Diverse profles: Eigen sd: 0.32 Degree sd: Highest F2F-Eigen: Admin, Leader, Senior
2.9 (over two weeks!)
Speaking: Senior, Postdoc, Admin
Most frequent: Senior-Senior, SeniorHorizontal interacton among most roles.
Admin, Postdoc-Leader

Mean F2F: 2933 (women),
2096 (men)

Shared lab: .68

Mean listening: 6.27
(women), 7.46 (men)

Mean F2F: 2418

Mean speaking: 2.09
(women), 2.72 (men)

Mean G. Stereotype: 2.732

T8

Speech: No leader, low speaking for senior
Body movement: 2 synchronized actvites
F2F-Stats: No leader, Senior, Postdoc
Interviews: -

Diverse profles: Eigen sd: 0.21 Degree sd: Highest F2F-Eigen: Senior, Postdoc, Senior
1.48
Speaking: Admin, Postdoc, Senior
Most frequent: Senior + Admin, Postdoc +
Horizontal interactons between most roles.
Senior and among Seniors.

Mean F2F: 86 (Women) 287
(Men).

Shared lab: 1.0

Mean listening: 7.58 (women)
6.68 (men)

Mean F2F: 237

Mean speaking: 2.29
(women), 1.79 (men)

Mean G. Stereotype: 2.929
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ANNEX II – Selected Graphs / Charts
Team 1

Illustraton 41: Chord diagram of face-to-face interactons by role for team 1
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Illustraton 42: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T1

Illustraton 43: Speech profle for T1 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 44: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 2

Illustraton 45: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 2
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Illustraton 46: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T2

Illustraton 47: Speech profle for T2 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 48: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 3

Illustraton 49: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 3
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Illustraton 50: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T3

Illustraton 51: Speech profle for T3 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 52: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 4

Illustraton 53: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 4
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Illustraton 54: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T4

Illustraton 55: Speech profle for T4 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 56: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 5

Illustraton 57: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 5
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Illustraton 58: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T5

Illustraton 59: Speech profle for T5 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 60: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 6

Illustraton 61: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 6
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Illustraton 62: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T6

Illustraton 63: Speech profle for T6 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 64: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 7

Illustraton 65: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 7
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Illustraton 66: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T7

Illustraton 67: Speech profle for T7 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 68: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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Team 8

Illustraton 69: Chord diagram face-to-face interactons by role Team 8
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Illustraton 70: Network graph of aggregated proximity and face-to-face interactons T8

Illustraton 71: Speech profle for T8 by speech type and badges

Illustraton 72: Nonverbal body language mirroring values > mean + 2 * sd
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ANNEX III – Basic Badge Measures & Network Statstcs
Team 1
Proximity

Face-to-face

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

34

4572

0.23

34

859

0.29

2.5

0.92

4

36

3815

0.19

37

753

0.25

7.0

1.00

5

37

3545

0.18

35

388

0.13

0.0

0.56

2

33

2898

0.14

33

379

0.13

2.5

0.92

4

32

2844

0.14

36

360

0.12

0.0

0.58

2

35

1611

0.08

32

224

0.08

0.0

0.58

2

31

711

0.04

31

23

0.01

0.0

0.30

1

Table 22: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T1

Team 2
Proximity

Face-to-face

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness26

0.16

2

3274

0.19

0.85

1.00

9

21413

0.16

5

3007

0.17

0.85

1.00

9

9

17949

0.13

3

2667

0.15

0.51

0.91

8

7

16766

0.13

7

2647

0.15

0.85

1.00

9

10

13741

0.10

1

1534

0.09

0.29

0.92

8

3

11602

0.09

9

1480

0.09

0.85

1.00

9

1

9108

0.07

10

1044

0.06

0.51

0.91

8

6

9004

0.07

4

941

0.05

0.14

0.82

7

4

6591

0.05

6

386

0.02

0.00

0.72

6

8

5005

0.04

8

368

0.02

0.14

0.82

7

Badge

Count

Percent

5

21961

2

Eigen27

Degree

Table 23: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T2
26 Betweenness centrality quantfes the number of tmes a node acts as a bridge along the shortest path
between two other nodes.
27 Eigencentrality measure of the influence of a node on a network. It assigns relatve scores to all nodes in
the network based on the concept that connectons to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of
the node in queston than equal connectons to low-scoring nodes.
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Team 3
Proximity

Face-to-face

Badge

Count

Percent

53

12990

54

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

0.26

53

6065

0.46

1.17

1.00

6

12540

0.25

54

3399

0.26

0.25

0.73

4

49

9994

0.20

49

2696

0.21

0.58

0.88

5

50

8587

0.17

50

583

0.04

1.17

1.00

6

51

3235

0.06

51

195

0.01

0.00

0.76

4

52

2306

0.05

52

118

0.01

0.58

0.88

5

55

1001

0.02

55

34

0.00

0.25

0.73

4

56

19

0.00

56

-

-

0.00

0.00

0

Table 24: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T3

Team 4
Proximity

Face-to-face

Badge

Count

Percent

27

18507

29

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

0.17

28

1496

0.27

2.70

1.00

8

18133

0.17

26

926

0.17

0.20

0.85

6

28

18065

0.17

30

717

0.13

1.45

0.92

7

26

15616

0.15

27

714

0.13

1.45

0.92

7

30

14299

0.13

25

647

0.12

0.00

0.75

5

25

11887

0.11

22

349

0.07

0.25

0.55

4

24

5141

0.05

24

348

0.06

2.70

1.00

8

23

2822

0.03

29

208

0.04

0.00

0.75

5

22

2672

0.02

23

27

0.01

0.25

0.55

4

Table 25: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T4
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Team 5
Proximity

Face-to-face

Badge

Count

Percent

15

34534

21

F2F Network Meaures

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

0.15

18

5390

0.21

0.25

1.00

10

29615

0.12

14

4306

0.17

0.00

0.83

8

13

27132

0.11

16

3001

0.12

0.25

1.00

10

12

26882

0.11

13

2362

0.09

0.25

1.00

10

17

24958

0.10

12

2243

0.09

0.25

1.00

10

19

22681

0.10

15

2206

0.09

0.25

1.00

10

11

22483

0.09

21

1581

0.06

0.25

1.00

10

16

19818

0.08

17

1555

0.06

0.25

1.00

10

18

14866

0.06

11

1056

0.04

0.25

1.00

10

14

7582

0.03

19

942

0.04

0.00

0.92

9

20

7533

0.03

20

902

0.04

0.00

0.92

9

Table 26: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T5

Team 6
Proximity
Badge

Count

39

1723

40

F2F
Percent

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

0.07

39

25

0

6.33

0.42

3

451

0.02

40

0

0

0.00

0.00

0

41

5366

0.21

41

255

0.04

1.67

0.87

4

42

3322

0.13

42

2653

0.39

2.67

0.62

3

43

3961

0.15

43

1124

0.17

4.17

1.00

5

44

1897

0.07

44

554

0.08

0.00

0.50

2

45

620

0.02

45

4

0

0.00

0.11

1

46

3539

0.14

46

2120

0.31

0.83

0.89

4

47

4931

0.19

47

27

0

5.33

0.85

4

Table 27: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T6
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Team 7
Proximity

Face-to-face

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

63

4150

0.13

64

1491

0.05

0.00

0.15

2

65

3958

0.13

70

3701

0.12

0.70

0.24

3

66

3864

0.12

57

1700

0.05

0.94

0.53

5

61

3735

0.12

68

2439

0.08

4.83

0.70

7

70

3701

0.12

59

1243

0.04

2.03

0.76

7

58

2957

0.09

60

1874

0.06

1.01

0.78

7

68

2439

0.08

66

3864

0.12

0.76

0.81

7

60

1874

0.06

58

2957

0.09

1.89

0.89

8

57

1700

0.05

62

191

0.01

1.55

0.91

8

64

1491

0.05

63

4150

0.13

1.11

0.92

8

59

1243

0.04

65

3958

0.13

16.03

0.96

10

62

191

0.01

61

3735

0.12

3.03

0.97

9

79

135

0.00

79

135

0.00

2.11

1.00

9

Table 28: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T7

Team 8
Proximity
Badge

Count

78

42797

71

F2F
Percent

F2F Network Measures

Badge

Count

Percent

Betweenness

Eigen

Degree

0.16

76

42

0.02

0.00

0.37

2

40194

0.15

71

23

0.01

0.00

0.45

2

77

39711

0.15

73

160

0.08

0.33

0.62

3

72

36005

0.13

74

328

0.17

0.00

0.66

3

74

34100

0.13

75

149

0.08

2.17

0.69

4

73

33667

0.12

78

530

0.28

4.00

0.87

5

75

29195

0.11

77

237

0.12

2.67

0.87

5

76

16545

0.06

72

427

0-23

4.83

1.00

6

Table 29: Total proximity and face-to-face detects; network statstcs of aggregated 5 day face-to-face
interactons T8
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ANNEX IV - Sociometric Badges Firmware Setng
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ANNEX V – Sociometric Badges Export Setngs
The standard export setngs of the Sociometric Datalab have been used. Depending on the
type of data exported, “Unstructured” vs “Structured Meetngs” was selected which
basically changes the resoluton from 60 to 1 second.
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ANNEX VI – Sociometric Fieldwork Recommendatons
Here is a small collecton of helpful points for conductng feld research with Sociometric
badges.
•

Recruitment of R&D groups for the current study was difcult. Personal contacts to
research insttutes were key. However, afer most team members did not share “our”
(the researchers) primary concern, namely the highly intrusive character of the
sociometric badges tracking. Data privacy issues were seldom the most pressing
concern during the presentaton of the study to the teamsn for most partcipants
curiosity regarding the badges outweighed by far any worries about potental
negatve impacts. The most repeated queston concerned the possible efects of
manipulatng the data: to which degree people would behave diferently because
they were wearing the badges. However, as most partcipants recognized during and
afer the study, usually they were not aware that they were wearing the badges.
Usually partcipants forget that they do wear them.

•

Sociometric badges should be charged the night before being used in the feld. If
several badges are connected one and the same (USB) charger, one has to be careful
that the performance is sufciently high. Diferent models of USB chargers deliver
diferent levels of power that range from 0.2A to 2 A for some models. Using a 2A
model for 4 badges simultaneously was sufcient to charged the badges a 100% over
6 hours.

•

The badges internal clock has to be synchronized to a computer clock. This is
necessary to accurately tmestamp events across the badges deployed. For the GEDII
case studies this was done the night before when discharging the data.

•

Sociometric Badges are connected via the USB port to a computer. The Sociometric
Data Lab is only available for the Windows Operatng system. Windows XP and
Windows 7 and 8 recognize without problems the necessary driver (RNDIS Gadget) as
described in the user guide. However, Windows 10 does not. A work around consists
of installing and using the Amazon Kindl driver as described in the following forum
thread: htps://www.mobileread.com/forums/showthread.php?p=3283986

•

Field logistcs for distributng the badges to each research team included agree on a
centralized (lab) place where individuals can pick-up and drop-of the badges. Badges
were deposited in the morning and picked-up in the afernoon. A list with team
members names and badge number was provided to make sure that partcipants
wear the same badge each day. Downloading the data in the evening and charging
the badges over night was not problematc.

•

In order to facilitate the analysis of pitch scores, a speech sample should be recorded
for each partcipant. A standard text passage such as the Rainbow passage can be
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used for English speakers.28 The sound should be recorded with the badge as well as a
standard recording device.
•

A useful “trick” to easily identfy segments of data in the sociometric recordings is by
producing a loud beep. The high volume is easily identfable in the audio profle and
facilitates to determine the exact tmestamps when a certain event occurred. This
technique was used especially during the executon of the controlled experiments in
order to mark of the various speech segments.

•

The frmware setngs used for the Sociometric badges were confgured to store body
movement actvity at 0.1 second interval. Although this setng is recommended only
for structured meetngs, it was used for the entre feld period. The higher sampling
rate does not provide any problems in terms of data storage nor batery life – during
one day. On average, one day of data per partcipate produced between 200 and 350
MB of data.

•

Exportng data from the Sociometric Datalab to Excel sheets is a tme consuming
process depending on the chosen setngs and variables. Interacton data can be
exported relatvely quickly. However, body mirroring values or speech profles can
take a very long tme. It is recommended to export only one dimension at a tme for
selected badges and sessions. Even then, the export process can take several hours.
For example, for a team of 11, exportng the speech profle for one day at 60 seconds
aggregaton level took 5-6 hours on an Intel Core i5 3.2 Ghz processor.

•

In order to work with the Excel sheets of “raw” data exported from the Sociometric
Datalab, many custom functons have been writen in R. These include scripts to
convert the Excel sheets into the “tdy” data format, quickly fltering tmestamped
data, clustering tmestamps, anonymize badge ids, extract session data, or quickly
generate network graphs and other visualizatons. These scripts will be made
available in the near future on Github and the projects website. Anybody interested is
also encourage to get directly in contact with Jörg Müller (jmuller@uoc.edu).

28 htp://www.dialectsarchive.com/the-rainbow-passage
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